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The lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) solid solution system is currently the 

workhorse of piezoelectric-based microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) research.  

Among bulk materials it is known to be one of the strongest piezoelectrics, with 

extremely high piezoelectric coefficients and electro-mechanical coupling factors.  

Reproducing these exceptional qualities in thin film form, however, requires precise 

tuning of composition and texture.  In this thesis, methods to grow textured or 

epitaxial PZT thin films are investigated.   

Solution based methods were chosen to develop conductive LaNiO3 films on 

biaxially textured substrates for lattice matched bottom electrodes.  The goal was to 

maximize crystallinity and minimize resistivity through precursor modification and 

thermal treatments.  By depositing LaNiO3 on flexible nickel alloy tapes with biaxially 

textured ion-beam-assisted-deposition (IBAD) MgO buffer layers, highly oriented thin 



 

 

films were produced with conductivity around 600 µΩ-cm.  These films are excellent 

template layers for PZT and other technologically interesting perovskite oxide 

materials.  Additionally, their conductivity allows for direct fabrication of metal-

insulator-metal structures. 

Chemical solution deposition (CSD) and physical vapor deposition (PVD) 

techniques were also used to optimize orientation in PZT thin films.  A 

comprehensive investigation of lead chemistry as well as pyrolysis and annealing 

conditions was performed to determine processing-structure-property relationships in 

PZT films.  In concert, sputtering methods were also developed for comparison of thin 

film PZT properties from PVD and CSD routes. 

 Combining knowledge from the previous experiments, highly (00l) oriented 

PZT thin films were created by exploiting epitaxial relationships between the IBAD 

substrate, the LaNiO3 bottom electrode, and the active PZT layer.  The resulting PZT 

on IBAD films showed single-crystal-like ferroelectric hysteresis loops with remnant 

polarization values of 40 µC/cm2, which is comparable to measured values on single 

crystal substrates.  It is expected that these films will offer enhanced piezoelectric 

actuation due to their high degree of orientation, relatively small amount of high-angle 

grain boundaries and their superior ferroelectric characteristics.  Additionally, the 

flexibility of the substrate opens doors to many exciting materials integration 

possibilities for MEMS devices including energy harvesting applications and flexible 

sensors. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The field microelectromechanical systems or MEMS is rapidly expanding with 

a plethora of devices reported for sensing, actuation and even energy harvesting.  

Currently, MEMS have made headway as actuators for ink jet printers [1], as 

accelerometers, gyroscopes and as many other types of sensors [2] – some of which 

can power themselves by capturing ambient mechanical or thermal energy.  The 

development of MEMS devices has benefited from 50 years of integrated circuit 

manufacturing expertise but an understanding of the thin film materials used to make 

them is much more recent.  Knowledge of the electrical, piezoelectric and mechanical 

properties of materials is crucial to MEMS design.  Specifically, ways to maximize 

displacement and actuation with low hysteresis and power requirements are desired.  

Piezoelectric materials offer these advantages to MEMS researchers. 

To develop piezoelectric materials with large amplitude actuation, however, a 

thorough understanding of the materials structure-property relationships is required.  

The piezoelectric d coefficients, which describe displacement per volt in a specified 

direction, are dependent on the films composition and crystallographic texture.  These 

parameters can be precisely tuned through processing conditions.  A great deal of 

progress has been made in understanding these interrelated processing-structure-

property relationships in the most widely used piezoelectric thin film, the perovskite 

Pb(Zr,Ti)O3.  The lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) solid solution system possesses 

unusually high piezoelectric coefficients, which are highly influenced by composition 

and texture.  In this thesis, methods of enhancing PZT film texture through substrate 

selection and processing variables are investigated. 
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1.1 Project Objectives  

 The goal of this research is to develop solution and physical vapor deposition 

(PVD) methods to maximize piezoelectric characteristics of PZT thin films. 

Specifically, the following objectives are addressed: 

 

1) Development of a solution based conductive oxide bottom electrode material 

for PZT films on insulating substrates. 

 

For PZT films on single crystal or biaxially textured insulating oxide substrates 

a conductive oxide bottom electrode is required.  The purpose of this buffer 

layer is two fold: 1) to provide electrical contact to the bottom of the PZT film 

and 2) to template the substrates crystallographic orientation epitaxially to the 

PZT film. 

 

2) Optimization of PZT thin film processing parameters for crystallographic 

texture and composition. 

 

Highly (00l) oriented PZT thin films were sought for their superior 

piezoelectric characteristics.  Thermal processing parameters for PVD and sol-

gel films were optimized to produce the best orientation and crystallinity. 

 

3) Combine the processing techniques above to create epitaxial PZT thin films on 

biaxially textured substrates. 

 

Using optimized conductive oxide and PZT processing techniques an epitaxial, 
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biaxially textured oxide/conductive oxide/PZT thin film heterostructure was 

created.  The highly textured PZT film had superior electrical properties to 

randomly oriented films. 

 The next chapter of this thesis will contain a review of the relevant 

concepts related to piezoelectric thin films and their structure-property 

relationships.  Following that, chapters detailing the results of experiments on 

conductive oxide and PZT films will be presented.  Finally, conclusions drawn 

from this work and options for extending the research will be given. 
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Chapter 2. An Introduction to the Properties of Piezoelectric Materials 

 The study of materials science seeks to describe the relationships between 

structure and property in materials and how processing is inextricably tied to each.  In 

this thesis these relationships will be examined for piezoelectric systems.  The 

following chapter will describe the fundamental properties of piezoelectric materials 

and how processing conditions can affect their structure. 

2.1 Piezoelectricity 

 Piezoelectricity is defined as “electric polarization produced by mechanical 

strain in crystals belonging to certain classes” [3].  This effect was discovered by the 

famed brothers Pierre and Jacques Curie who in 1880 observed the development of 

voltage upon application of pressure to flat plates of several different types of crystals 

[4].  This defines the direct piezoelectric effect and is described by a linear relation 

(Equation 2.1) where Di is the electric polarization, dij (in reduced notation) is the 

piezoelectric coefficient and σj is the stress tensor.     

! 

Di = dij" j    (2.1) 

! 

xi = d jiE j   (2.2) 

Equation 2.2 describes the converse or indirect effect whereby a piezoelectric crystal 

develops strain xi in response to an applied field Ei.  Both the strain and stress are 2nd 

rank tensors while the piezoelectric coefficient is a 3rd rank tensor.  A thorough 

description of the piezoelectric properties of any crystal must then include all of the 

above tensors; piezoelectric coefficients (3rd order), stress and strain (2nd order) and 

the polarization and electric field (vectors) [3].   
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2.1.2 Piezoelectric Coefficients 

 The 6 possible normal and shear stresses that can be imposed on an element of 

a material and the 3 electrical polarization directions indicate that there are 18 

independent piezoelectric constants.  Crystal symmetry can cancel some of the 18 

coefficients and force others to have identical values.  For example, in titanium rich 

lead zirconate-titanate (PZT), which has ∞m symmetry after being poled, there are 

only 5 non-zero piezoelectric constants.  Crystal symmetry removes most of the 

independent coefficients and matrix math can show that d15 = d24 and d31 = d32.  As 

seen in Equation 2.3, the matrix for tetragonal PZT can then be simplified even further 

to contain only 3 independent coefficients. 

! 

0 0 0 0 d15 0
0 0 0 d24 0 0
d31 d32 d33 0 0 0

" 

# 

$ 
$ 
$ 

% 

& 

' 
' 
' 

=

0 0 0 0 d15 0
0 0 0 d15 0 0
d31 d31 d33 0 0 0

" 

# 

$ 
$ 
$ 

% 

& 

' 
' 
' 

 
(2.3) 

The nature of the subscripts in the piezoelectric coefficient matrix can be visualized 

from Figure 2.1 where the crystallographic directions in a crystal or polycrystalline 

ceramic are defined.  Mechanical stresses and strains are denoted by subscripts 1-6; 

where 1-3 define the normal stresses and 4-6 define shear the stresses about the 

normal axes.  Similarly, an electrical polarization direction uses the subscripts 1-3.  

The 3 or z direction is by convention assigned to the polar axis in single crystals as 

well as the poling direction in polycrystalline materials.  Directions 1 and 2 then refer 

to mutually orthogonal vectors in the plane normal to direction 3. 
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Figure 2.1 Axes for piezoelectric materials including normal (1-3) and shear directions 
(4-6) 

One of the most important measures of a piezoelectric material’s 

efficaciousness for actuators is the electromechanical coupling factor k.  This 

parameter describes the amount of electrical energy converted to mechanical energy 

and vice versa. 

 

! 

k 2 =
mechanical energy converted

input electrical energy
 (2.4) 

 

-or-        
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! 

k 2 =
electrical energy converted
input mechanical energy

  (2.5) 

 

The k2 factor is always less than one since no material can perfectly convert one form 

of energy to another and ranges from 0.1 for single crystal quartz up to 0.7 for 

Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 ceramics [5]. 

2.1.3 Piezoelectric Mechanisms 

 The intrinsic piezoelectric effect is easy to visualize by considering an MO4 

tetrahedron like the ones that compose crystalline quartz.  Through observation of the 

structure in Figure 2.2 it is noted that in the unstressed condition the effective center of 

negative charge from the oxygen anions rests directly over the positive cation.   

 

Figure 2.2  Depiction of the intrinsic piezoelectric effect that arises from application of 
stress to a MO4 octahedron [6]. 

 

No electric dipole is created.  Application of force to the top of the tetrahedron will 

cause deformation.  The M-O bond in line with the force will deform the least due to 

coulombic repulsion; whereas the MO3 tetrahedron forming the bottom of the structure 

will flatten to accommodate the stress.  A net dipole is then created as the center of 

positive charge is shifted downward with respect to the center of negative charge.  If 
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all the dipoles from all the tetrahedrons in a crystal are summed, a net polarization will 

appear on the appropriate crystal facets. 

Whether or not a crystal can exhibit piezoelectricity depends on its symmetry.  

Neumann’s principle states that, at a minimum, property tensors must have the same 

symmetry as the point group.  Therefore, components of the property cannot vary 

under any symmetry operation of the point group.  Imagine stressing a crystal with a 

center of symmetry so that it becomes polarized.  If inverted through the center, the 

crystal and the stress remain unchanged.  The polarization, however, would reverse its 

direction.  This means that the exact same crystal with the same stress state would 

have opposite polarization under an inversion center operation.  Only if the 

polarization was zero would this scenario be possible and, hence, crystals with 

inversion centers cannot exhibit piezoelectricity [7].  Since centrosymmetric crystals 

are excluded, only 21 of the 32 crystal classes, those lacking inversion centers, can be 

piezoelectric.  In fact, this is true with the exception of class 432, which has no 

inversion center but is not piezoelectric [3]. 

2.2 Pyroelectricity 

 Further categorizing the 20 possible piezoelectric crystal classes it is noted that 

10 of them have a unique polar axis under unstrained conditions.  This intrinsic dipole 

gives these crystals the unique property of pyroelectricity, or the development of an 

electric charge when uniformly heated.  Although all 20 piezoelectric crystals exhibit 

charge when pressed non-uniformly, these 10 pyroelectric classes also develop charge 

under hydrostatic pressure [5].  A few of these pyroelectric crystals also have a unique 

property called ferroelectricity that will be described next. 
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2.3 Ferroelectricity and Antiferroelectricity 

 Some of the above pyroelectric materials also have an electrically reorientable 

spontaneous permanent dipole, which gives rise to the ferroelectric effect.  

Ferroelectric materials exhibit piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity but the reverse is 

not necessarily true.  Not all pyroelectrics are ferroelectric, the dipole may not be 

reorientable or switching it may require fields larger than the breakdown strength of 

the material.  Likewise not all piezoelectrics are pyroelectric or ferroelectric.  

Piezoelectric crystals like quartz (SiO2) and AlN are not polar since their polar 

directions arrange to self compensate.  The distinctive characteristic of a ferroelectric 

is a hysteretic polarization versus electric field as shown in the plot in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Hysteresis loop for ferroelectric (a) and anti-ferroelectric (b) material with 
Pr (remnant polarization) and Ec (coercive field) shown [8]. 

  

 The energy barrier to electrically switch the dipole from one direction to 

another must be relatively low.  This implies that a crystal has a slightly higher energy 

state where the dipole vanishes.  Raising a ferroelectric materials temperature above a 
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certain point induces a transformation into a non-polar and thus non-ferroelectric 

form.  The transformation temperature is called the Curie point (TC) and is 

characterized by the structural changes depicted in Figure 2.4 as well as peaks in the 

dielectric constant [5, 9].  Below the TC the crystal is ferroelectric, above it the crystal 

is paralectric.  Additionally, the unit cell will distort at the transition temperature – 

usually by elongation in the direction of the polarization. 

Another important class of polar materials that bear discussion are 

antiferroelectrics.  By definition, these materials are antipolar crystals that have a free 

energy close to a ferroelectric phase. An example of an antipolar configuration is 

depicted in Figure 2.4 where each cell is polarized but the adjacent cell has opposite 

polarization.  This results in zero net polarization and a center of symmetry.  An 

electric field can switch the crystal from an antipolar to a ferroelectric arrangement 

resulting in the characteristic antiferroelectric “double” loop seen in Figure 2.3.  

Although Kittel noted the dielectric constant is not required to be large at the transition 

temperature most antiferroelectrics do exhibit large permittivities around TC.  This is 

due to the proximity of the nearly stable ferroelectric phase [10].  A classic example of 

an antiferroelectric material is the ceramic PbZrO3, which is orthorhombic and has the 

perovskite structure.  Sawaguchi demonstrated its antiferroelectricity in 1953 [11] but 

it has been noted that it has two other phases of nearly equal energy; a rhombohedral 

ferroelectric and an antiferroelectric tetragonal [5]. 
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 T>Tc T<Tc T<Tc and   
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v 
E  ↓ 

Ferroelectric 

   

Antiferroelectric 

   

Figure 2.4 Representation of structural transformation in ferroelectric and 
antiferroelectric materials (adapted from [9]) 

 

The first ferroelectric material, discovered by Valasek in 1921, was Rochelle 

salt (KNaC4H4O6⋅4H2O) [12].  Despite possessing an extremely large piezoelectric 

response (d14 = 2300 pm/V [13]) and electromechanical coupling coefficient (k = 0.9) 

at its 24 °C TC, its water solubility and temperature sensitivity render it 

technologically obsolete [5].  Ferroelectric polycrystalline ceramics eventually 

supplanted Rochelle salt as the material of choice for transducers and dielectric 

applications.  Concurrently discovered in the US, Japan, USSR and UK during the 

Second World War, barium titanate was a breakthrough in ferroelectric research.  
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With its relatively high TC (120 °C) and temperature insensitivity it quickly became 

the material of choice for ceramic capacitors.  Research on titanates led to the 

discovery of the lead zirconate – lead titanate (PZT) solid solution system in the 

1950’s.  The PZT material class is the primary focus of this thesis due to its superior 

piezoelectric properties. 

2.4 The Domain Structure 

 When cooling a ferroelectric crystal below TC, an individual unit cell has an 

equal probability of polarizing in any of its symmetry equivalent directions.  For 

example, in tetragonally distorted PbTiO3, each of the six cubic <100> directions may 

accommodate the polarization.  In order to minimize its free energy, the material will 

orient itself into domains of like polarization [5].  As polarization increases along a 

specific direction in a crystal a proportional depolarizing field will set up in opposition 

as given by Equation 2.6. 

 

! 

EDEP = "
LPS
#0

  (2.6) 

 

Where L is a geometric depolarization factor, PS is the spontaneous polarization and ε0 

is the permittivity of free space.  The energy stored in the depolarization field can be 

represented by the volume integral in Equation 2.7: 

 

! 

WD =
1
2

EDEP "DdV =
1
2# $

$0
# L2PS

2dV   (2.7) 
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Figure 2.5 Periodic domain structure for depolarization energy calculation (adapted 
from [9]). 

 

Depolarization energy calculations can become enormously complex for a 

multi-domain crystal.  Considering a simple anti-parallel periodic domain structure as 

is indicated in Figure 2.5, the depolarization energy for this special case becomes a 

function of domain volume.  

 

! 

WD =
"dPS

2V
t

  
(2.8) 

 

t 

d 
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Where d is the domain width, t is the thickness of the crystal and ε is the dielectric 

constant of the ferroelectric.  In addition, there is an energy associated with the 

domain wall that may be defined with the domain geometry from the Figure 2.5 above 

and σ, the energy per unit area of domain wall. 

 

! 

WW =
"V
d

  (2.9) 

 

The most stable domain configuration will occur when WD + WW are a minimum.  

Combining these expressions and minimizing results in an expression for the lowest 

energy domain width: 

 

! 

d =
"t
#PS

2   
(2.10) 

 

Although for a simple case, the model illustrates the concept of domain creation in a 

ferroelectric crystal.  As a domain grows the depolarization energy will increase. At 

some point the energy stored in the depolarization field will become too great for the 

crystal to bear and a new domain will set up with a different polarization direction.  

The effect is such that domains with width greater than the equilibrium will be 

suppressed by the depolarization energy while those with widths less than equilibrium 

are energetically unfavorable due to the increase in domain wall energy [9].  

Interestingly, this implies that there is a minimum crystal size for ferroelectricity to 

exist.  When crystal thickness is on the order of domain wall thickness new domains 
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are unfavorable and the depolarization energy becomes large.  The increased 

depolarization energy can force the crystal into a higher symmetry non-ferroelectric 

phase. 

 The domain structure is the origin of the ferroelectric hysteresis loop shown in 

Figure 2.3 (a).  As electric field is increased across a ferroelectric sample, domains 

will switch in the direction of the field resulting in rapid increase in charge density and 

a highly non-linear polarization response.  Once all the domains have switched to their 

most favorable orientations the polarization saturates and the response is linear.  As 

field is reduced, some of the domains will relax back to their previous state until 

reaching the remnant polarization (Pr) at zero field. The field required to return 

polarization to zero is called the coercive field (Ec).  Remnant polarization is strongly 

correlated with piezoelectric response; a material with high Pr will have high 

piezoelectric coefficients [14].  For this reason, ferroelectric hysteresis measurements 

are good initial gauges of the piezoelectric actuation of a material.   

2.4.1 Domain Walls 

 Domain walls in a ferroelectric crystal can come in several different forms.  

Tetragonally distorted perovskites like BaTiO3 can have 90° or 180° domain walls 

where the angle represents the difference in the spontaneous polarization directions of 

the domain.  PbZrO3, a rhombohedrally distorted perovskite, can have 71° and 109° as 

well as 180° domain walls.  One can visualize a 180° domain wall arising from 

parallel but oppositely polarized regions while a 90° domain wall occurs when 

adjacent regions polarize in mutually orthogonal fashion.  Similarly, 71° and 109° 

domains in rhombohedrally distorted materials develop from the 8 possible 

polarization directions along the cubic <111> directions [9, 15]. 
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Cooling through the paraelectric to ferroelectric transition temperature imparts both 

electrostatic and mechanical stresses on a material.  As previously indicated, the 

depolarization energy can be minimized by creation of 180° domain walls.  

Mechanical stresses, on the other hand, may only be reduced by the creation of non-

180° domain walls. Figure 2.6 illustrates how a ferroelectric crystal might reduce 

stress by creating a 90° domain wall.  If the crystal is subjected to localized stresses 

while cooling through the transition temperature a tetragonally distorted domain may 

form with its polarization vector orthogonal to the direction of stress.  Elsewhere in the 

crystal, where stresses are lower, a domain with polarization parallel to the applied 

stress may persist.  Since the strain tensor and the polarization vector are different in 

regions separated by non-180° domain walls these walls are both ferroelectric and 

ferroelastic [15].  A complex domain structure including many 180° and non-180° 

domains will develop in a ferroelectric crystal to minimize both stress and 

depolarization energy. 

 

Figure 2.6 Upon cooling, (a) strain energy in a ferroelectric can be relieved by creating 
a 90° domain wall and (b) depolarization energy minimized by development of 180° 
domain walls (adapted from [15]) 

PS 

PS 
EDEP 

 

Cubic 

paraelectric 

(a) 

(b) 
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2.4.2 The Intrinsic and Extrinsic Piezoelectric Mechanisms 

 Typically described as the lattice contribution, the intrinsic mechanism arises 

from deformation of the unit cell under an electric field due to anionic and cationic 

displacements.  Ferroelectrics also exhibit an extrinsic piezoelectric contribution due 

to non-180° domain wall motion.  Application of an electric field to a ferroelectric 

material will favor growth of domains with polarization vector components parallel to 

the field at the expense of those domains with polarization perpendicular to the field.  

Considering the expansion in volume of domains with preferred polarization vectors 

and contraction of those opposed to the field the extrinsic contribution to the 

piezoelectric effect can be large.  Zhang and coworkers proved that at room 

temperature as much as 70% of a PZT ceramic’s total piezoelectric response is 

extrinsic (see Figure 2.7) [16].  The relatively large c/a anisotropy of PZT, which is on 

the order of 2%, results in a large extrinsic piezoelectric contribution [17]. 

 

Figure 2.7 Variation of intrinsic and extrinsic piezoelectric coefficients in soft PZT 
ceramics as a function of temperature [18]. 
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Extrinsic piezoelectric mechanisms can be further categorized by their 

response to low, medium and high levels of electric field.  At the lowest end of the 

regime, below 10 V mm-1, domain wall vibration lends a nearly field independent 

contribution to the piezoelectric effect [18].  An intermediate regime exists above 10 

V mm-1, but below the coercive field (EC), where domain wall translation produces a 

linear increase in the direct piezoelectric coefficient d33, which can be approximated 

by the Rayleigh relationship in Equation 2.11. 

 

! 

d33 X0( ) = dINIT +"DPX0  (2.11) 

 

Where dINIT is the initial low stress piezoelectric coefficient, αDP is the direct 

piezoelectric Rayleigh coefficient, and X0 is the applied pressure [15]. Fields above EC 

will cause domain switching, or a reversal of a domains polarization vector.  This 

region is characterized by a highly non-linear increase of the observed piezoelectric 

constants. 

2.5 Piezoelectricity in Ceramic Materials 

Thus far the discussion of piezoelectric materials has primarily centered on 

single crystals.  However, a large percentage of the piezoelectrics in industrial use are 

polycrystalline ceramics.  A ceramic is composed of tiny, randomly oriented 

individual crystals.  While each individual crystal is piezoelectric the total ceramic is 

not because the individual responses cancel one another.  If subjected to an electric 

field one crystallite may elongate but the strain would be canceled by contraction of a 

different crystallite. 
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For an isotropic, polycrystalline ceramic to exhibit piezoelectricity the material 

must be subjected to some external treatment to polarize the entire ceramic.  This 

process is referred to as “poling” and works only with ferroelectric ceramics like 

BaTiO3 or PZT.  Poling a ceramic is accomplished by application of a large enough 

electric field, usually at elevated temperatures, to switch the polarization direction of 

the crystallites to the closest vector to the applied field allowed by their crystal 

symmetry.  The ceramic is no longer isotropic in the poling direction and takes on ∞m 

symmetry [3, 5].  Not every crystallite may be able to polarize parallel to the applied 

field due to crystallographic constraints, limiting the possible polarization and strain to 

a fraction of the single crystal value.  The total maximum polarization and strain is 

summarized in Table 2.1 and grouped by crystal symmetry.  In practice, however, 

defects and intergranular stresses prevent ceramic materials from reaching these 

values. 

 

Table 2.1 Proportion of realizable single crystal polarization and distortion for a fully 
oriented ceramic (adapted from [5]) 

Crystal symmetry and 

polar axis 

Number of 

polarization 

directions 

Fraction of single 

crystal 

polarization 

Fraction of single 

crystal strain 

Tetragonal <001> 6 0.831 0.368 

Rhombohedral <111> 8 0.866 0.424 

Orthorhombic <110> 12 0.912 Not reported 
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2.6 The Perovskite Structure 

Nearly all of the technologically relevant piezoelectric ceramics have the 

perovskite crystal structure, including PZT.  In its most basic and highest symmetry 

form it can be described as a cubic unit cell with the formula ABO3.  The large A 

cation is 12 fold coordinated with oxygen and the smaller B cation is 6 fold 

coordinated and sits inside the oxygen octahedron.  Figure 2.8 shows the undistorted 

cubic perovskite structure that most ABO3 compounds possess at high temperature. 

 

Figure 2.8 The undistorted cubic perovskite (ABO3) unit cell 

 

The unrivaled ability of the perovskite structure to accommodate distortion 

from unequal cation radii allows the development of ferroelectricity in some of its 
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compounds. From a simple geometric consideration of Figure 2.8, a tolerance factor 

can be developed.  The unit cell cube edge length (a) is equal to 2(RB + RO) while the 

face diagonal (

! 

2 a) is 2(RA + RO) where RA, RB and RO are the ionic radii of the large 

and small cations and the anion respectively.  The ratio of lattice parameter to face 

diagonal length describes the Goldschmidt tolerance factor in Equation 2.12. 

 

! 

t f =
RA + RO( )
2 RB + RO( )

   
(2.12) 

 

The tolerance factor can be used to predict structural distortions in perovskite 

materials based solely on cation radius ratios.  For example, when the B site cation is 

smaller than the ideal case (tf >1) it will shift toward one of the oxygens and the unit 

cell will contract perpendicular to the direction of the shift resulting in a tetragonal 

distortion.  Conversely, when the A site cation is smaller than ideal (tf <1) the oxygen 

octahedron will tilt or rotate towards one of the A sites creating a rhombohedral 

distortion.  In practice, most perovskites have tolerance factors 0.95<tf< 1.06 with tf =1 

the ideal cubic perovskite. 

2.7 The Lead-Zirconate Lead-Titanate Solid Solution System 

 The piezoelectric ceramic Pb(Zr1-x,Tix)O3 is a solid solution of the 

antiferroelectric PbZrO3 and the ferroelectric PbTiO3.  Substitution of Zr4+ for Ti4+ 

results in a transition from a ferroelectric tetragonal phase to a ferroelectric 

rhombohedral phase.  Further Zr4+ addition produces an antiferroelectric orthorhombic 

phase around ~ 95% PbZrO3.  The compositional boundary between these two 

ferroelectric phases is almost temperature insensitive or morphotropic.  Near the 
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morphotropic phase boundary, or MPB, the piezoelectric, ferroelectric and dielectric 

properties all reach maxima. 

 

Figure 2.9 The PbZrO3-PbTiO3 phase diagram showing compositions and 
temperatures where ferroelectric tetragonal (FT), ferroelectric rhombohedral (FR), 
antiferroelectric orthorhombic (AO) and high temperature paraelectric cubic (PC) 
phases exist [5]. 

 

Two theories prevail regarding the abnormally high ferroelectric and 

piezoelectric properties in morphotropic PZT.  As described previously, tetragonally 

distorted perovskites have 6 possible polarization directions along the cubic <100> 

while rhombohedral distortions offer 8 other directions along cubic <111> axes.  The 

free energy of the ferroelectric tetragonal and rhombohedral phase being equivalent at 

the MPB, it is likely that an external stimulus like electric field or stress could easily 

switch domains between the two phases.  This allows for 14 possible polarization 
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directions at the MPB, increasing the likelihood that one of them will be parallel to the 

electric field and fully polarize.  Additionally, the coexistence of these two phases at 

the boundary allows all 3 non-180° domain walls to be active, greatly enhancing the 

extrinsic piezoelectric effect. 

More recently, some researchers have discovered the existence of a low 

temperature monoclinic phase at the MPB in PZT.  The rhombohedral (R3m) and 

tetragonal (P4mm) phases on either side of the MPB are not symmetry related so a 

discontinuous or first order phase transition should occur.  This is not observed 

experimentally however so the transition may be expected to occur through an 

intermediate phase.  The monoclinic phase has Cm symmetry, a subgroup of both 

P4mm and R3m, and could serve as a bridge between the tetragonal and rhombohedral 

phases.  Enhanced piezoelectric response at MPB compositions is surmised to be the 

result of a polarization rotation mechanism.  Calculations on BaTiO3 single crystals 

showed that rotation of the polarization from the <111> to <001> direction can 

produce exceptionally large strains and this effect may explain the excellent 

electromechanical properties in morphotropic PZT [19].  A monoclinic Cm phase, as 

discovered in PZT, has a polarization direction in the (110) plane and could 

accommodate polarization rotation through the <111> to the <001> without phase 

changes [20].  Several questions regarding this mechanism remain unanswered 

however; specifically the difference between piezoelectric coefficients on either side 

of the MPB and the fact that the monoclinic to rhombohedral phase transition should 

be discontinuous [20]. 

PZT remains the best choice for ceramic actuator materials and offers a unique 

combination of properties owed in part to the existence of a MPB.  It has high 

electromechanical coupling coefficients (k~0.5 – 0.7) a high Curie point (TC = 386 °C) 

is easily poled and forms a wide range of solid solutions with other chemical 
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compositions.  PZT is commonly doped on both A and B sites with donor ions like 

La3+ and Nb5+ that are compensated with A site vacancies.  This type of doping 

effectively ‘softens’ the material by easing domain reorientation and produces square 

hysteresis loops with lower coercive fields and higher remnant polarizations.  

Acceptor doping with cations like Fe3+ on the B site is compensated with oxygen 

vacancies that limit the ability of domains to reorient.  This ‘hard’ PZT is 

characterized by higher coercive fields, poorly developed hysteresis loops, a lower 

dielectric constant and low dielectric loss [17, 21]. 

2.8 Piezoelectric Thin Films 

 Much of the development in oxide ceramic materials since the 1990’s has been 

in the arena of thin films as compositions developed in bulk ceramic systems have 

been adapted to thin film form.  Ferroelectric thin film materials have garnered 

considerable excitement as candidates for ferroelectric random access memories 

(FERAM) and as transducers in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS).  The 

explosive development of silicon process technology through the 1980’s allowed 

integration of sensors onto microprocessors and micromachining of silicon allowed 

the development of many of the novel structures from which MEMS are composed.  

However, integrating thin film piezoelectrics into devices presents a number of key 

challenges, including non-linearity in properties with field and frequency as well as 

fatigue and ageing.  The vast majority of the ferroelectric thin films used in industry 

today, being polycrystalline, require great care when modeling due to the variety of 

extrinsic effects.  Additionally, boundary conditions imposed by the substrate 

complicate a fundamental theoretical understanding.  Understandably then, a mountain 

of literature related to PZT and piezoelectric thin film development in general has 

been published. 
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Piezoelectric thin films offer a number of decided advantages for MEMS 

devices.  MEMS using piezoelectric thin films typically have very low power 

requirements.  If the power requirements are small enough energy can be harvested 

from ambient mechanical vibrations via the direct effect and used to ‘self-power’ the 

device.  This can be especially useful where sensors, which operate intermittently and 

consume little power, are concerned.  Much larger displacements per volt are 

achievable in piezoelectric MEMS compared to other architectures.  Both electrostatic 

and current driven designs require high powers and have highly hysteretic behaviors 

unlike piezoelectric actuators that can operate at relatively low power and voltage 

without significant hysteresis.  Unlike electromagnetic motors, where power output 

scales poorly with size, micro piezoelectric actuators can provide a similar level of 

force per volume as larger device.  This scaling consideration is the principle reason 

that MEMS preclude the use of motors for actuation.  Finally, the same type of signal 

can be used either to drive the device or sense a stimulus.  Electrical input and output 

of piezoelectric MEMS mean the device is CMOS compatible and is easily integrated 

with on-chip technology [14]. 

2.8.1 Substrate Effects 

 The substrate chosen for PZT thin film deposition has a large effect on the 

structure and properties of the film.  The lattice match between the substrate and the 

specific composition of PZT chosen greatly impacts the crystallinity of the PZT thin 

film.  A single crystal substrate like SrTiO3, LaAlO3 or MgO can be used to grow 

epitaxial films where crystallographic ordering in the film arises from substrate 

influences due to a close lattice match.  The most common single crystal substrate 

available is of course, silicon.  Silicon, which has the diamond structure, has a lattice 

match with PZT however the thin amorphous SiO2 layer present on Si frustrates good 

epitaxy at PZT process temperatures.  Most uses of silicon with PZT thin films are 
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with metallic noble metal coatings like platinum.  Platinum offers a chemically stable, 

non-oxidizing nucleation layer for PZT and inhibits interdiffusion between the silicon 

substrate and PZT thin film.  Most work on PZT thin films can be arranged into these 

two substrate categories; single crystal oxide substrates and platinized silicon.  The 

effect is such that film stress may be tuned, and preferred orientation or epitaxy 

induced, by selection of an appropriate substrate. 

Since piezoelectric thin films function as part of a composite microstructure 

with a comparatively massive substrate the relevant piezoelectric constants must be 

redefined.   Within the plane of the substrate, along the directions 1 and 2, the film and 

the substrate are commensurate and have identical strain but can develop significant 

stresses.  Perpendicular to the substrate, the film is free to strain and σ3 = 0.  This 

mixed boundary condition requires consideration of the product of the in-plane stress 

and the appropriate elastic compliance coefficients when determining strain.  The 

strain equation of state for the system now reads: 

 

! 

x1 = x2 = s11 + s12( )"1 + d31E3 = 0  (2.13) 

 

and                                                                    

 

! 

x3 = 2s13"1 + d33E3  (2.14) 
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where sxx is a component of the elastic compliance matrix.  Solving the first part of 

Equation 2.14 for σ1/E3 an effective in-plane stress piezoelectric coefficient due to an 

out-of-plane applied field can be defined. 

 

! 

e31, f = "
#1
E3

=
d31

s11 + s12
    (2.15) 

 

Likewise, the second expression can be rearranged to provide an effective out-of-plane 

strain piezoelectric coefficient. 

 

! 

d33, f =
x3
E3

= d33 "
2s13

s11 + s12
d31    

(2.16) 

 

For a commonly used parallel plate configuration, wherein a film is sandwiched 

between two electrodes, these two coefficients effectively tell us the thickness change 

of the film versus applied field (d33,f) and in-plane stress per volt (e31,f) [14, 17]. 

2.8.2 Stress Effects 

 The effective in-plane “clamping” of the thin film allows for the development 

of significant stress, both tensile and compressive, based on processing conditions.  

Tensile stresses up to 200 MPa have been observed in thin layers of sol-gel deposited 

PbTiO3 due mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients (CTE) between substrate and 

film [22].  It has been shown that stress can drastically affect film properties, be they 

mechanical, electrical or even piezoelectric.  The remnant polarization, coercive field 
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and curie temperature of sputtered BaTiO3 thin films can be shifted by compressive 

films stress [23].  Other workers have shown that reducing tensile stress in sol-gel 

deposited PZT increases both remnant polarization and dielectric constant [24].  

Additionally, mechanical stresses, especially tensile ones, can cause a film to crack – 

rendering it useless for insulating purposes. 

As was seen in bulk materials, an anisotropic stress state like that induced by 

mismatch of CTE between film and substrate, can cause domains to preferentially 

orient themselves (see Figure 2.10).  In thin films, the 2 domain orientation types, are 

distinguished as ‘a’ and ‘c-domains’, in reference to the mutually orthogonal a and c 

axes in the cubic unit cell.  The c-domains predominately have a polarization direction 

perpendicular to the plane of the film while a-domains are polarized in the film plane.  

These domain orientations arise from specific stress state of the film during the phase 

transformation from cubic paraelectric to non-centrosymmetric ferroelectric.  Tuttle 

and coworkers showed that PZT thin films deposited on MgO, which has a higher 

CTE than PZT, orient themselves in to c-domains while films on Si form a-domains 

due to a lower substrate CTE [25].  This work was extended by Brennecka and 

coworkers to other substrates confirming the important effect stress has on the 

structure and properties of PZT films [26]. 
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Figure 2.10  Demonstration of how (a) c-domains and (b) a-domains result from 
tensile and compressive stress that develops due to CTE mismatch between substrate 
and film. 

 

In a metal-insulator-metal configuration with a c-domain structure poled 

through the thickness of the film, enhanced ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties 

but lower dielectric constants are expected.  This occurs because a greater component 

of the domain polarization vector is aligned with the field.  However, the anisotropy 

also reduces dielectric constant because of the tightly bound nature of the displaced 

atoms in c-domains [5, 25].  In contrast, a-domain oriented films exhibit a lower 

electromechanical and ferroelectric response but make good capacitors due to their 

higher dielectric constant. 
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2.8.3 Orientation Effects 

 Ferroelectric materials exhibit piezoelectric response as a function of the 

previously described intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms.  The intrinsic response is the 

result of reorientation of the individual dipoles while the extrinsic response arises from 

non-180° domain wall motion.  It has been demonstrated that PZT in thin film form 

has a much lower extrinsic contribution to the overall piezoelectric response than bulk 

materials, likely due to domain wall pinning [27, 28].  A PZT thin film, then, has a 

piezoelectric coefficient almost entirely composed of contributions from the intrinsic 

response.  This intrinsic response is highly affected by film orientation. 

Based on thermodynamic calculations, it has been theorized that PZT thin 

films on the rhombohedral side of the MPB with [100] orientation produce both the 

highest d33 coefficients and electromechanical coupling factors (k).  Studies show that 

tetragonal PZT has a piezoelectric coefficient maximum in the direction of 

spontaneous polarization and decreases with increased crystal cutting angle away from 

the [001].  Rhombohedral PZT, on the other hand, has maximum piezoelectric 

properties at an angle of 59.4° off the [111] polarization direction.  This corresponds 

roughly to the [100] direction in the cubic perovskite unit cell.  Therefore, thin films 

for use in actuators where high d33 is desired should employ [100] orientation with a 

composition on the rhombohedral side of the MPB [29]. 
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Figure 2.11  Out-of-plane piezoelectric constant plotted as a function crystallographic 
orientation. Tetragonal PZT on left, rhombohedral PZT on right [29]. 

 

Taylor and Damjanovic confirmed this effect in rhombohedral PZT thin films 

with (100), (111) and without any preferred orientation.  Films oriented in the (100) 

direction had d33 ~ 100 pm/V while randomly oriented films and films oriented along 

the polar (111) axis had lower coefficients at 77 and 63 pm/V respectively [30].  The 

enhancement of piezo-properties in PZT thin films also holds true for morphotropic 

compositions [1, 31-34].  As PZT thin films are commonly used in a cantilever 

structure where the deformation mode is bending, the in-plane piezoelectric coefficient 

is most important.  Fortunately, (100) oriented films also enhance the e31,f  as seen in 

Table 2.2.  The listed e31,f coefficient is directly related to d33,f through the fully 

clamped e31 coefficient and the c31 stiffness constant by Equation 2.17 [31]. 
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! 

e31, f = e31 " c13
E d33, f   (2.17) 

 

Table 2.2 Variation of effective in-plane piezoelectric stress coefficient (e31,f) with 
texture for several 1 µm thick PZT films. 

Film thickness and 

orientation 

1 micron 

random [14] 

1 micron 

(111) [35] 

1 micron 

(100) [35] 

1 micron 

(100) [14] 

e31,f (C/m2) -5 -7 -12 -14 

 

 

Other lead-based systems also achieve extremely high piezoelectric 

coefficients when (100) oriented.  In fact, based on the work of Du et al., all 

perovskite compounds are expected to display this behavior [28].  The relaxor 

ferroelectrics, Pb(Zn0.33Nb0.67)O3-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT) and Pb(Mg0.33Nb0.67)O3-PbTiO3 

(PMN-PT), display enormous strains of nearly 0.6% with very little hysteresis when 

prepared in single crystal form and oriented along the <001>.  The highly linear strain 

versus field behavior of suggests that non-180° domain walls are inactive.  For crystals 

cut away from the cubic <001> and towards the <111> polarization direction 

piezoelectric properties degrade significantly.  This is likely due to depoling effects 

from domain reorientation in the miscut samples as evidenced by large hysteretic 

behavior in strain versus field plots.  Under higher fields these materials experience a 

phase transformation from rhombohedral to tetragonal, creating strains as high as 
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1.7%! However, this phase transformation is marked by highly non-linear 

piezoelectric behavior [36].   

Naturally, these findings were applied to thin films of lead based relaxors.  The 

Pb(Yb0.5Nb0.5)O3-PbTiO3 (PYN-PT) system has a high transition temperature making 

it an ideal candidate for MEMS applications due to its temperature insensitivity.  Like 

the aforementioned PZN and PMN-PT, orientation selection has a large effect on the 

piezoelectric properties.  PYN-PT films with {100} orientation have e31,f coefficients 

nearly 4 times larger than for those that are {111} oriented [37].  These relationships 

between orientation and piezoelectric response hold true for many materials and 

compositions.  It is evident, then, that optimizing orientation becomes an important 

consideration in piezoelectric thin film development. 

2.8.4 Nucleation and Growth of PZT Thin Films 

The thermodynamic barrier for classical homogenous spherical nucleation can 

be described by the free energy function in Equation 2.18; 

 

! 

"GHOMO
* =

16#$ 3

3 "GV( )2
  

(2.18) 

 

where γ is the interfacial energy and ΔGV is the free energy difference per unit volume 

between the nuclei and the amorphous phase.  Similarly, heterogeneous nucleation can 

be described by Equation 2.19; 
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(2.19) 

 

where: 

 

! 

f "( ) =
2 # 3cos" + cos3"( )

4
  

(2.20) 

 

and describes the energy reduction in heterogeneous nucleation related to the contact 

angle θ. 

The absolute difference between the barriers for homogenous and 

heterogeneous nucleation is highly descriptive.  As undercooling increases the 

crystallization driving force (ΔGV) increases and bulk nucleation events become just 

as likely as heterogeneous ones.  If a film is crystallized at temperatures close to the 

melting point where driving force is lower, low energy barrier heterogeneous 

nucleation events are favored.  In this case, nucleation will occur at the film substrate 

interface and growth processes will proceed through the thickness of the film.  Several 

factors can reduce the crystallization driving force such as intermediate phases 

(fluorite/pyrochlore for PZT) as well as heating rates and precursor stability [38]. 

It is well established that PZT thin film deposition is a nucleation-dominated 

process.  The activation energy for nucleation is 441 kJ/mol but for growth is only 112 

kJ/mol [39].  Heterogeneous nucleation at the substrate-film interface reduces the 

energy cost for nucleation somewhat and PZT thin films tend to nucleate and grow 
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from this point.  If another perovskite crystal is used for the substrate the PZT thin 

film almost always adopts the substrate orientation.  With platinized silicon substrates 

the nucleation and growth kinetics are more complex.  Although platinum is lattice 

matched to PZT within 3% along the (111), PZT does not necessarily assume (111) 

orientation [40].  This is likely because the fast growth plane in perovskites are 

typically the (100) since it is neutral, (111) planes are charged [41].  The effect is such 

that PZT films on platinized silicon often assume a mixture of orientations. 

There are several ways to select preferred orientation on platinum substrates, 

however.  Chen and Chen showed that heating rates, reducing atmospheres and excess 

lead in solution during pyrolysis of sol-gel films can produce Pt5-7Pb intermetallic 

phases or PbO seed layers that nucleate (111) or (100) oriented films [42-44].  Seed 

layers are another common method of selecting texture, either through manipulation of 

deposition parameters as described previously or through intentional use of another 

material to seed a particular orientation.  A host of researchers have used PbTiO3 as 

seed layers for (100) oriented CSD and PVD PZT [45-47] while still other use TiO2 to 

seed (111) textured films [2, 48].  Almost always, texture or preferred orientation is 

engineered using some or all of these processing methods based on desired 

performance of the thin film device. 

2.8.5 Fiber Texture and Epitaxy 

 Preferred orientation or fiber texture was noted in zinc films as early as 1921 

[49] and it is uncommon to find any type of thin film that does not exhibit some kind 

of texturing.  A polycrystalline thin film is said to have fiber texture if one set of 

crystallographic planes is parallel to the substrate in each crystallite.  These are most 

often the low-index planes and the normal of these planes is the fiber texture axis.  In 

perovskite materials a (100) fiber texture is common while fcc metals like platinum 

often exhibit (111) textured films.  By comparing the integrated intensity ratios in the 
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x-ray diffraction pattern of the thin film to the powder standard, fiber texture or 

preferred orientation can be identified [50]. 

 

Figure 2.12: Fiber textured film (a) with c-axis (fiber axis) aligned out-of-plane but 
random in-plane orientation and epitaxial or biaxially textured film (b) with both in-
plane and out-of-plane alignment. 

 

When a film crystallographically orders itself to match a substrate epitaxy 

occurs.  Epitaxial layers not only orient themselves along the fiber axis but also in-

plane along the substrates primary crystallographic directions.  The layer can be either 

homoepitaxial if the film is isochemical with the substrate or heteroepitaxial if film 

and substrate are different substances.  Epitaxy represents a low energy state whereby 

the system attempts to minimize interfacial energy by maximizing the bond density 

across the interface.  The only requirement for heteroepitaxial deposition appears to be 

small mismatches between the periodicity of the substrate lattice and that of the film.  

This can be quantified using Equation 2.21: 

 

! 

mismatch =
ae " as
as

   (2.21) 
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where ae and as are the relevant lattice spacings along an arbitrary direction in the film 

epi-layer and substrate respectively.  Typically, mismatches of 0.1 or more will not 

permit epitaxy [51].  In almost all cases, some lattice mismatch between substrate and 

film is expected.  If the epi-layer is thin enough, the film may strain to accommodate 

the difference in lattice constants.  The theoretical treatment of a critical thickness in a 

epitaxial film was first established by Frank and van der Merwe [52, 53] and has since 

been confirmed experimentally.  When epi-layers reach this critical thickness, misfit 

dislocations are generated at the film-substrate interface releasing the strain and the 

film relaxes.  Speck and Pompe investigated this effect in ferroelectric materials with 

epitaxial PbTiO3 on MgO and Pt.  Critical thickness for PbTiO3 on MgO are only 

about 0.5 nm whereas the more closely matched Pt substrate can accommodate 

thicknesses up to 14 nm [54, 55]. 

2.9 Biaxially Textured Buffer Layers 

 Although single crystals provide the best substrates for epitaxial thin films, 

different processing techniques can be employed to produce biaxially textured buffer 

layers that approximate single crystals.  One such technique, called Ion-Beam-

Assisted-Deposition (IBAD), uses an off-axis ion beam during evaporative deposition 

of a buffer layer.  Early evidence of film texture modification by ion bombardment 

came at IBM research in the 1980’s.  Niobium films developed a fiber texture when 

sputtered in the presence of an ion beam at a 20° glancing angle even though 

deposition conditions favored amorphous films [56].  It was determined that 

preferential sputtering of misaligned grains by the ion-assist beam allowed the 

niobium film to acquire a preferred orientation.  Grains whose (110) planes were 

misaligned with the ion beam were sputtered away while those that were aligned 

allowed the ion beam to channel through the grain [57].  It was soon realized that ion-
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beam-assisted-deposition could be used to impart texture in oxide films.  Much of this 

research sprang from the high-temperature-superconductor field where oriented 

YBa2Cu3O7-δ films are required for high critical current densities.  Initially, buffer 

layers were composed of Y2O3-ZrO2 or yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ). In the early 

‘90’s, Fujikura corporation began depositing biaxially textured buffer layers of YSZ 

using a 300 eV Ar+ beam on polycrystalline Ni alloy substrates [58, 59].  The 

experimental setup is depicted in Figure 2.13.  YSZ, however, does not display 

optimal texturing until thickness reaches the micron range [60].  At deposition rates of 

0.05 nm/s [59] a 1 micron thick YSZ buffer layer could take over 5 hours to grow!  An 

alternative to YSZ buffer layers and other similar fluorite-type oxides is MgO or TiN.  

These rock-salt structure compounds exhibit optimum in-plane texture in roughly 10 

nm, or 100 times faster than YSZ [61, 62].  Although the exact texture improvement 

mechanism is not completely understood it is likely similar to what occurs with 

biaxially textured YSZ [61].  This process has been optimized at Los Alamos National 

Laboratory and many hundreds of meters are regularly fabricated in a reel-to-reel 

process [63-65].  Materials integration possibilities for these biaxially textured buffer 

layers are endless.  The epitaxial PZT thin films developed in this thesis use IBAD 

MgO substrates as the primary means of imparting texture.  Although the substrates 

used for IBAD MgO in this work are flexible nickel tapes, the method used to deposit 

them is amenable to many different types of substrate.  Foils, glasses, even polymers 

could all potentially accept a biaxially textured IBAD MgO film. 
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Figure 2.13 IBAD process: an off-axis ion source is directed at the substrate during e-
beam evaporation [66] 
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2.10 A Review of Chemical Solution Deposition Methods 

 Chemical solution deposition (CSD) methods have gained a great deal of 

traction in thin film synthesis due to their low cost and versatility.  Without the use of 

vacuum equipment, CSD allows for excellent control of composition and 

microstructure along with the ability to rapidly coat large areas.  Close control of the 

precursors during solution preparation allows for high purity and, since they are mixed 

at the molecular level, highly homogenous films.  However, the same versatility that 

makes CSD techniques ideal for complex oxides like PZT make reproducibility a 

challenge.  The numerous process variables all must be understood and controlled in 

order to repeatably synthesize high quality films [67-70]. 

2.10.1 Sol-gel Deposition 

 Chemical solution deposition can largely be broken into 3 different methods; 

sol-gel, metalorganic decomposition, and hybrid chelate techniques.  Sol-gel methods 

are employed in this thesis, notably in the creation of LaNiO3 conductive oxide buffer 

layers describe later.  The basic solution synthesis requires dissolution of metalorganic 

precursors, either metal alkoxides or metal carboxylates, in an alcohol solvent, most 

commonly 2-methoxyethanol (CH3-OCH2CH2OH) for perovskite materials.  Solution 

chemistry is carefully selected to produce metal-oxygen-metal (M-O-M) bonds 

through the hydrolysis and condensation reactions described below in Equation 2.22: 

 

 

! 

M OR( )x + H2O" M(OR)x#1 OH( ) + ROH   

hydrolysis 

(2.22) 
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where M is a metal cation and R is an alkyl group.  The reactive hydroxide group, 

through either water or alcohol elimination, will condense to form an M-O-M bond. 

 

! 

2M OR( )x"1 OH( )# M2O(OR)2x"3 OH( ) + ROH  

condensation through alcohol elimination 

(2.23) 

 

-or- 

 

! 

2M OR( )x"1 OH( )# M2O(OR)2x"2 + H2O  

condensation through water elimination 

(2.24) 

 

An added benefit of the 2-methoxyethanol (2-MOE) solution chemistry is a 

stabilization of the reactive alkoxide precursors to hydrolysis through an alcohol 

exchange process. 

 

! 

M OR( )x + xR'OH" M(OR' )x + ROH  

chelation through alcohol exchange 

(2.25) 

 

Where OR is a reactive alkoxy group and OR’ is the methoxyethoxy group that is less 

sensitive to water.  An example of the sol-gel route for PZT is the seminal work by 

Budd et al. dissolving lead carboxylate and titanium and zirconium alkoxides in 2-
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MOE [71].  Typically, however, true sol-gel processes are complex requiring multiple 

reflux, distillation and dilution steps to produce a viable precursor solution [38]. 

2.10.2 Metalorganic Decomposition Methods 

What sol-gel processing offers in sophistication and control, metalorganic 

decomposition (MOD) delivers in simplicity.  Suitable precursors for MOD processes 

are usually carboxylate compounds.  For PZT solutions these are lead-2-

ethylhexanoate, zirconium neodecanoate, and titanium dimethoxy dineodecanoate.  

These large molecule compounds are much more stable in the presence of water and 

are basically unchanged after being put into solution.  Most often non-polar xylene is 

employed as the solvent.  Although remarkably stable, the choice of large carboxylate 

ligands causes problems during organic removal.  The large weight loss and film 

contraction endemic to MOD processes may cause cracking if thermal treatments and 

solution molarity are not tightly controlled [38].  No MOD techniques were 

investigated for thin films in this thesis. 

2.10.3 Hybrid or Chelate Processes 

 The CSD PZT thin films for this research were prepared using a hybrid sol-gel 

technique.  Like true sol-gel techniques alkoxide precursors are chosen for the B-site 

cation in perovskite films.  Instead of dissolving in 2-MOE and refluxing and distilling 

to control the hydrolysis and condensation reactions, chelate processes molecularly 

modify the alkoxide compounds to stabilize them in air.  Common chelating 

agents/solvents are acetic acid, acetylacetone, or amine compounds.  The metal 

alkoxide chelation reaction is shown below for acetic acid and is very similar to the 

previously described alcohol exchange reaction. 
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! 

M OR( )n + xCH3COOH" M OR( )n#x OOCCH3( )x + xROH  

acetic acid chelation 

(2.26) 

 

Here the bridging acetate ion replaces a reactive alkoxide group on the metal ion 

stabilizing the solution to the point it can be handled in air.  The classic example is 

Assink and Schwartz’s inverted mixing order chelate process for PZT [72].  Although 

the main advantage of these types of solution processes is production simplicity, the 

solution chemistry itself is highly complex.  This complexity reduces control of film 

microstructure.  Additionally, chelation processes cause continuous solution reactivity 

resulting in significant ageing effects and degradation of film qualities [38, 73].  

Despite the drawbacks, excellent piezoelectric and ferroelectric thin films have been 

made using this technique and it remains the process of choice for this research.  
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2.10.4 Solution Deposition 

 

 

Figure 2.14  Sol-gel process (adapted from [40] and [67]) 

 

Although there are many different CSD precursors the basic steps required to 

produce a film remain the same: (1) synthesis of a solution containing the appropriate 

elements, (2) solution deposition by spin or dip coating, (3) drying and organic 

removal, and (4) high temperature crystallization [69].  Several different solution 

synthesis methods are discussed in the previous sections.  Thin film solution 
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deposition methods require some discussion however, as the processes involved are 

much different to bulk gels.  Dip coating and spin coating are the most common 

methods used to conformally coat the substrate with solution.  For this thesis a spin 

coating technique was employed whereby the substrate is flooded with solution and 

the excess is spun off at rotation speeds in the 1000-8000 rpm range.  During this 

process the film experiences thinning, evaporation and consolidation forces.  In the 

initial stage, or spin-up, liquid is forced radially outward from the center of the 

substrate by centrifugal forces.  Simultaneously, spin-off of excess solution is 

occurring as droplets of the precursor leave the substrate.  The final stage is dominated 

by thinning from evaporative forces, although it should be noted that evaporation 

occurs continuously through the deposition process.  The film thinning effect in spin-

coating is self limiting due to flow resistance from progressively thinner films and 

viscosity increases due to concentration of non-volatile species [67].  A spin-coating 

process can produce relatively uniform films whose thickness is a function of spin 

speed, solution molarity and viscosity [74]. 

 The hydrolysis and condensation reactions described previously are 

accelerated upon film deposition as the solvent evaporates forcing precursor species to 

interact and polymerize.  Crosslinking and polymerization of the reactants create a 

skeletal framework of M-O-M bonds surrounded by a liquid matrix.  This system is 

now considered a gel and contains a network that will form the basis of the fired 

ceramic [67, 68]. 
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2.10.5 Drying and Organic Removal 

 The previous deposition step has produced a composite network of 

polymerized organometallic compounds impregnated with pockets of the solvent.  

Before crystallization of the ceramic phase the excess solvent as well as the organics 

attached to the metal ions must be removed.  Unlike bulk sol-gel systems, thin films 

experience gellation and drying simultaneously.  The effect is such that drying occurs 

rapidly and both drying and gellation are largely complete by the end of the spin 

coating step leaving behind the framework of M-O-M bonds called a xerogel.  In thin 

film systems, thickness reductions of 50-70% are common during the initial drying 

stage.  Since the gelled film is constrained by the substrate, significant stresses, on the 

order of 100 MPa, develop during drying [38].  This stress increases the probability 

that the film will catastrophically crack.  Even though drying stresses are significant, 

films thinner than 100 nm rarely crack.  An examination of the conditions that result in 

cracking using fracture mechanics can provide the relationship between critical 

thickness and crack propagation.  The film can be regarded as an infinite plate in 

biaxial tension with a small asperity, like a pore, from which the crack will proceed. 

 

! 

tc =
2GcE

*

Z" 2    
(2.27) 

 

Where Gc is the critical strain-energy release rate, Z is a geometric factor related to the 

crack shape and E* is a material parameter relating the films elastic modulus and 

Poisson’s ratio.  Analysis for other shapes of cracks yields the same result; cracks will 

not propagate, regardless of size, unless the critical thickness is exceeded [75].  It is of 
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critical interest, then, to closely control the thickness of spun layers to avoid film 

cracking. 

When considering organic removal from the gel several different processes are 

important.  They can roughly be categorized as dehydration, thermolysis, pyrolysis 

and oxidation. Dehydration describes the removal of water and hydroxyl groups while 

thermolysis describe thermal decomposition of organic species.  Commonly used to 

describe intermediate hot plate thermal treatments, pyrolysis is the oxygen assisted 

decomposition of organics to form the volatile combustion products CO2 and H2O.  

Oxidation reactions form metal carbonates (M-O-CO2) which can liberate carbon 

dioxide and leave M-O groups [74]. All of these processes are accelerated with 

temperature. 

In many sol-gel processes an intermediate heating step is used to facilitate 

organic removal prior to crystallization.  These 2-stage processes typically pyrolyze or 

burn out the organics on a hot plate in the 200-400 °C range.  An intermediate heat 

treatment actually reduces cracking by removing organics prior to collapse of the 

amorphous gel [38].  Lakeman and coworkers studied the effects of pyrolyzation on 

the structure of PZT thin films and found that the as-deposited layers are amorphous 

with some short-range order.  After pyrolysis the films showed medium-range order 

and chemical heterogeneity over nanometer length scales [76].  As has been 

previously noted, these intermediate heat treatments are key in establishing film 

microstructure.   
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2.10.6 Film Crystallization 

 Conversion of a metastable gel to a dense polycrystalline ceramic thin film 

requires a high temperature annealing or crystallization step.  Although the crystalline 

ceramic has lower Gibbs free energy than the amorphous gel slow reaction kinetics 

impede the transformation.  Additional thermal energy must be provided to surmount 

the barrier for nucleation.  This high-temperature annealing step is usually performed 

in a tube furnace or rapid thermal anneal (RTA) system.  Control of heating rates and 

atmosphere are critical parameters that strongly influence film microstructure and 

properties [40]. 

The normal transition path from gel to ceramic in PZT thin films includes an 

intermediate fluorite or pyrochlore phase [76].  Post pyrolysis, the PZT film is 

amorphous with some short-range order resembling the pyrochlore structure.  Reaney 

et al. proved that the distance between nearest neighbors in this amorphous or short-

range ordered phase is very close to that in pyrochlore [41].  Therefore, transition from 

amorphous to pyrochlore is believed to be kinetically favored over a direct transition 

to perovskite.  Here pyrolysis conditions have a profound effect on ceramic 

microstructure.  It has been demonstrated that two intermediate pyrochlore phases 

form in PZT depending on pyrolysis conditions.  Pyrolysis temperatures above 400 °C 

produce films with higher oxygen contents than those pyrolyzed at 350 °C or lower.  

A higher relative oxygen concentration favors a more stable pyrochlore phase with the 

formula Pb2(Ti,Zr)2O7-x and with Pb in its higher 4+ oxidation state.  The stability of 

this phase impedes the transition from pyrochlore to perovskite.  On the other hand, 

lower pyrolysis temperatures favor the formation of a metastable Pb2(Ti,Zr)2O6 phase.  

This phase, with Pb in its 2+ oxidation state, more easily converts to perovskite due to 

similarity in stoichiometry with Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 [77].  Although pyrochlore phases 

degrade ferroelectric, dielectric and piezoelectric properties of PZT thin films, the 
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amorphous to transitory pyrochlore to perovskite path does provide a benefit.  When 

PZT crystallizes via the fluorite intermediary the crystallization driving force is 

reduced and perovskite heterogeneously nucleates at the film substrate interface [78].  

This ability to control crystallization kinetics through processing environment allows 

for the development of highly oriented PZT thin films.  

2.11 A Brief Review of Radio-Frequency Sputtering Methods 

 Physical vapor deposition techniques have been effectively used to deposit 

PZT thin films for some time [32, 34, 79-81].  Although it requires a vacuum system, 

sputtering offers relatively high deposition rates, excellent thickness and 

compositional uniformity over large areas and a low concentration of impurities in 

deposited films [40].  Sputtering is an extremely common process in integrated circuit 

manufacturing and the technology is well understood and applicable to ferroelectric 

oxide materials. 

A typical sputtering configuration is depicted in Figure 2.15.  In this parallel 

arrangement the substrate faces the cathode inside an evacuated chamber.  The 

sputtering gas, usually Ar, is introduced and a radio-frequency (RF) potential is 

applied.  A visible glow discharge is created between anode and cathode due to 

ionization events and positively ionized species are accelerated towards the negatively 

biased target or cathode.  The positive Ar+ ions strike the target and eject neutral 

atoms that cross the discharge and condense on the substrate surface.  In many systems 

magnets are used to confine moving electrons to the vicinity of the target by the 

Lorentz force.  This configuration is termed magnetron sputtering and since electrons 

reside in the plasma longer the system may operate at lower pressures, thereby 

increasing the depositing species kinetic energy and the overall deposition rate [51, 

82].   
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Figure 2.15 A simplified schematic of an RF sputtering system. After [82] 

 

Radio frequency sputtering is a means of depositing thin films from insulating 

target materials.  Application of a DC bias to an insulating target would require 

extraordinarily high voltages to establish any meaningful ion current.  To remedy this, 

high frequency alternating currents are used.  At radio frequencies, (13.56 MHz is 

established by the FCC for plasma processing) the capacitive reactance decreases 

allowing voltage to be coupled to the cathode regardless of whether or not it is 

conductive.  This allows the cathode to negatively self-bias.  Above 1 MHz, ions, due 

to their lower mobility, have difficulty following the changing electric field whereas 

the more mobile electrons do so easily.  To balance the disparity in ion and electron 

current the cathode will bias negatively.  Positive ions are then attracted to the cathode 

and sputtering proceeds much as it would with a DC biased target [51, 82].  The 
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process variables including RF power, target to substrate distance, process pressure 

and substrate temperature will all have a profound effect on the resultant film.  RF 

magnetron sputtering is the PVD method selected for the PZT thin films in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3. Experimental 

  Following is a brief discription of the materials and methods used to produce 

PZT thin films in this thesis.  More detailed and specific procedures are included in 

the following results chapters. 

3.1 Substrates 

  Several substrates were chosen to investigate both epitaxial, textured and 

randomly oriented PZT and are summarized in Table 3.1.   

Table 3.1 Various substrates selected for PZT thin film deposition. 

Substrate Construction Type 

Platinized silicon 

(Nova Electronic 

Materials) Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si polycrystalline 

SrTiO3 (Crystec) SrTiO3 single crystal 

MgO (Crystec) MgO single crystal 

IBAD MgO - LNO 

(Los Alamos 

National Lab) 

LaNiO3/LaMnO3/Homo-epi 

MgO/IBAD 

MgO/YSZ/Electropolished C-276 

biaxially 

textured 

IBAD MgO – 

LSMO (Los Alamos 

National Lab) 

La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/Homo-epi 

MgO/IBAD 

MgO/YSZ/Electropolished C-276 

biaxially 

textured 
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 The IBAD MgO substrates were provided by Los Alamos National Laboratory.  

To achieve the IBAD MgO layer, a 1-cm wide electropolished Hastelloy C-276 alloy 

is selected for the substrate material.  Electropolishing is used to provide a smooth 

starting surface. The template is first prepared by ion beam etching the substrate, 

followed by evaporation of a 5-15 nm thick amorphous Y2O3 nucleation layer for 

IBAD texturing. MgO is then evaporated at room temperature using an ion assist 

oriented at 45° (along the cubic <011> direction). The MgO in-plane texture develops 

in less than 10 nm of thickness. Finally a homoepitaxial MgO layer is deposited at 

elevated temperature, 400-600 °C. For some samples, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is 

used to deposit a 50 nm thick LaMnO3 (LMO) buffer layer; other samples received a 

PLD La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) conductive oxide layer. 

3.2 Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 and LaNiO3 Solution Precursors 

 The PZT thin films were grown using a hybrid sol-gel approach described by 

Assink and Schwartz [72].  The inverted mixing order solution was prepared by 

adding titanium isoproproxide (Ti[OCH(CH3)2]4 Alfa Aesar, 97% min) to zirconium 

propoxide (Zr[O(CH2)2CH3]4 Alfa Aesar, 70% in n-propanol) in an inert, dry 

atmosphere.  After dilution with methanol and acetic acid the solution was removed 

from the dry box and lead acetate trihydrate (Pb(OOCCH3)2·3H2O Alfa Aesar, 99%) 

was added.  To compensate for lead loss during the anneal step varying amounts of 

excess lead was added to the solution.  The final solution was diluted to 0.4 M with 

successive additions of methanol, acetic acid and water.   

  LaNiO3 conductive oxide precursor solution were created using a 2-MOE 

based sol-gel approach.  The metal salts for lanthanum and nickel were lanthanum 

nitrate hexahydrate (La(NO3)3·6H2O Alfa Aesar, 99%) and nickel acetate tetrahydrate 

(Ni(CH3COO)2·4H2O Alfa Aesar, 98+%).  These were dissolved in pure 2-
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methoxyethanol in a 1:1 molar ratio.  Solution molarity was varied between 0.1-0.4 

mol/L 

3.3 Sol-gel Deposition and Heat Treatments 

  The precursor was loaded into syringes with 0.2 µm PTFE filters and 

dispensed onto the substrate surface.  Thin films were created by spin-coating (Laurel 

Technologies) at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds.  Substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic 

bath for 5 minutes using isopropanol prior to deposition.  A two-stage drying and 

pyrolysis process was selected to minimize cracking in thin films on IBAD substrates.  

Using a hotplate, films were dried at 150 °C for 5 minutes and then subjected to a 

higher temperature pyrolysis step for another 5 minutes between 250 °C and 400 °C.  

Films on platinized silicon and the single crystal substrates did not require the initial 

drying step and were simply pyrolyzed at 350 °C.  To crystallize the perovskite phase 

a controlled atmosphere tube furnace was used.  Annealing temperatures for both LNO 

and PZT ranged from 500-800 °C and times from 0.5-24 hrs were investigated.  Most 

anneals were carried out with the tube furnace open to atmosphere, in some instances, 

however, the ends were capped and anneals were performed in flowing N2, Ar, or O2. 

3.4 PVD PZT Deposition 

  PZT thin films were also deposited using a home-built RF-magnetron sputter 

system.  A 2-inch PZT target of morphotropic composition with 10% excess PbO from 

Praxair electronics was selected for these experiments.  To ensure adequate cooling 

during deposition the target was indium bonded into a copper cup and affixed to the 

gun using silver paste.  Substrates were mounted using silver paint on a resistive 

heater and a target to substrate distance of approximately 5 cm was maintained.  After 

evacuating the chamber to 1×10-7 Torr, it was backfilled with either pure Ar or a 

Ar/O2 gas mixture.  Chamber pressure was varied between 50 and 100 mTorr.  RF 
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power densities during deposition were typically 4.9 W/cm2 although lower power 

levels were also investigated.  The substrate was manually rotated 90° every 15 

minutes during deposition to ensure uniform thickness in the film.  When in-situ 

crystallization of the thin film was desired, substrate temperatures between 500-750 

°C were chosen.  Some films were deposited without substrate heating and required a 

post-deposition crystallization step in a tube furnace.  In this case, 1 hour post anneals 

in air as well as O2, N2 and Ar were performed to crystallize the perovskite phase. 

3.5 Film Characterization 

  The PZT and LNO thin film phase and texture was investigated using x-ray 

diffraction (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer.  

Standard θ-2θ and rocking curve (ω) scans were used to determine out-of-plane 

orientation and phi (φ) scans characterized the in-plane alignment.  Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) was used to determine the surface texture of the samples as well as 

grain size. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) confirmed the surface morphology of 

the films.  A Digital Instruments Nanoscope IIIa AFM with SiN tips provided by 

Vecco instruments and FEI Quanta 200 SEM were used for these measurements.  The 

film thickness was determined using profilometry on a Tencor AlphaStep 500 

profilometer.  Lastly, optical constants and film thicknesses were determined using a 

Wollam VASE spectroscopic ellipsometer. 

Electrical conductivity of LaNiO3 conductive oxide films on IBAD MgO 

substrates was measured using a standard 4-point probe technique with Jandel probe 

heads.  Resistivity is determined by Equation 3.1 where t is the film thickness in 

centimeters, V is the voltage across the inner probes and I is the applied current – 

usually 100 µA. 
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  To provide electrical contact to the bottom electrode a section of the sample 

was masked off before each spin-coat.  Top electrodes were patterned onto the 

samples using a shadow mask in a Ag evaporation system.  Circular electrodes with 

sizes of 0.00049, 0.000707, 0.00159, and 0.00196 cm2 were deposited to create metal-

insulator-metal (MIM) capacitor structures.  Ferroelectric properties of the PZT films 

were characterized using a Radiant Technologies RT66B tester with an external high-

voltage amplifier.  Permittivity (ε) and loss (tan δ) were measured at frequencies of 

100 Hz – 1 MHz using an HP 4192 LCR meter.  Characterization of the piezoresponse 

of the PZT thin films was performed at Asylum Research in Santa Barbara, CA using 

an MFP-3D atomic force microscope (AFM) with Olympus AC240 tips.   
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Chapter 4. Development of a Solution Based Approach to LaNiO3 Conductive 

Oxide Films 

 The IBAD MgO substrates used in this thesis require a suitable conductive 

material to serve as a bottom electrode for PZT metal-insulator-metal capacitor 

structures.  Ideally this material would be a conductive oxide with the perovskite 

structure.  Many researchers have investigated the properties of PZT grown on 

perovskite-type oxides such as (La0.5Sr0.5)CoO3 (LSCO), (La0.7,Sr0.3)MnO3 (LSMO), 

SrRuO3 and LaNiO3 (LNO).  The advantages of oxide bottom electrodes include a 

well-matched structure to many ferroelectric materials, promoting nucleation [83-85].  

Additionally, these perovskite-type conductors are sinks for the oxygen vacancies that 

commonly cause polarization fatigue in PZT on noble metal electrodes [84, 86, 87].   

The conductive oxide electrodes formulated in this chapter are lanthanum 

nickelate thin films.  LaNiO3 is a ternary oxide.  This allows for reduced complication 

in precursor chemistry as compared to the quaternary LSMO and LSCO compounds 

that include an extra cation.  Additionally, LNO can be formulated from inexpensive 

metal salts of Ni and La whereas the rare ruthenium based compounds in SrRuO3 can 

be costly.  Lanthanum nickel oxide has a primitive rhombohedral unit cell containing 

2 formula units with a = 0.546 nm and αp = 60.8° [88].  The pseudocubic lattice 

parameter a = 0.384 nm, and for Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 this produces a lattice mismatch of 

5.4% - well within the range for epitaxy.  LaNiO3 exhibits metallic conductivity where 

the conduction band arises from antibonding σ-type hybridization of the oxygen p and 

the low spin nickel eg orbitals.  The bands associated with atoms on the A site like La 

in the perovskite structure are much higher in energy than the bands from the B-O 

bonds and these electrons fall to empty d-like states in the energy band diagram.  The 

total valence electrons for LaNiO3 is 31 and 24 of these fill the lower anionic bands 

leaving 7 electrons to fill the π*(t2g) and σ*(eg).  This results in a partially filled σ*(eg) 
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band and metallic conductivity.  At temperatures above 300 K resistivity varies as 

Equation 4.1 and compares favorably with good metallic conductors like Cu [17, 89]. 
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This chapter will summarize the development of a sol-gel approach to epitaxial 

LaNiO3 buffer layers on IBAD-MgO substrates and the relevant film properties. 

4.1 Solution preparation 

 Several researchers have demonstrated chemical solution deposition routes to 

LaNiO3 thin films with either sol-gel or metalorganic decomposition techniques [87, 

90, 91].  The chemistry used to make films for this thesis are based on the work of C. 

R. Cho [92].  The distillation and reflux steps, however, have been omitted.  Solutions 

for epitaxial LaNiO3 thin films were prepared using a true sol-gel method with 2-

methoxyethanol as the solvent.  Other solvents such as dimethylformamide, acetic acid 

and water proved inferior in either solution stability or substrate wetting.  The metal 

salts selected for this experiment were lanthanum (III) nitrate (La(NO3)2•6H2O) and 

nickel (II) acetate (Ni(CH3COO)2•4H2O), which were added to solution in a 1:1 molar 

ratio.  Beginning with 10 mL of 2-MOE in an open beaker on a hot plate stirrer, 

0.86662 g of La(NO3)2•6H2O was added.  The lanthanum nitrate was allowed to 

dissolve over 15 minutes of constant stirring at 300 rpm after which the solution was 

completely clear.  Subsequently, the solution temperature was increased to 60 ºC and 

0.56968 g of Ni(CH3COO)2•4H2O powder was added.  The solution was allowed to 

stir for 2 hours at which point a clear green homogenous sol was obtained.  The final 
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solution concentration was 0.2 M, however, both higher and lower molarities were 

studied.  Solution stability is an issue, however, sols over 24 hrs old showed some fine 

precipitation.  This required fresh solutions for every batch of LaNiO3 films. 

4.2 LNO thin film deposition 

 Several different thermal processing conditions were investigated to achieve 

both the optimal perovskite phase and the lowest resistivity while maintaining a 

continuous, uncracked thin film.  All films, however, received identical solution 

processing.  The precursor was loaded into syringes with 0.2 µm filters and dispensed 

onto the IBAD substrate.  A thin 50 nm LaMnO3 buffer layer capped the IBAD 

substrates chosen for this study.  LaMnO3 is an insulating perovskite-type oxide with a 

pseudocubic lattice parameter of 0.388 nm, which is very close to LNO.  This thin 

buffer layer caps the hydrophilic homoepitaxial MgO and provides a good lattice 

match for subsequent perovskite oxides.  Spin coating parameters were always 30 

seconds at 3000 rpm.  Initially films were pyrolyzed on a hot plate at 150 ºC for 5 

minutes and subsequently fired in air at 650 ºC for an hour.  In optimizing the process, 

however, it was discovered that it is desirable to separate the drying and pyrolyzation 

steps to reduce cracking and ensure complete organic removal. Typically 2 layers of 

LNO were deposited in this fashion for a thickness of approximately 100 nm as 

determined by profilometry.  Additionally, crystallization temperatures and 

atmospheres were modified to produce better LNO films.  All crystallization steps 

took place in a 3-inch diameter controlled atmosphere tube furnace.  Films crystallized 

in air were simply inserted into the hot zone while films crystallized in oxidizing or 

reducing atmospheres were held in flowing gas for 10 minutes before ramping the 

furnace to the process temperature.  Anneal times from 1-24 hours were investigated.  
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4.3 Solution concentration effects 

 Selection of the correct precursor solution molarity is critical in obtaining high 

quality LaNiO3 thin films.  The primary effect of an increase in solution molarity is a 

commensurate increase in film thickness.  As discussed previously, however, there is a 

critical thickness above which cracks will propagate in thin films.  Empirically, LNO 

thin films experience some cracking during the pyrolysis step when the solution 

exceeds 0.4 molar.  These cracks consume the entire film upon crystallization.  Film 

resistivity, however, decreases with increasing solution molarity as seen in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Resistivity as determined by 4-point probe versus LNO precursor solution 
molarity.  All films pyrolyzed 5 minutes per layer at 300 ºC and followed by and 800 
ºC 1 hour crystallization step. 
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 There is quite a bit of variance in these measurements as evidenced by the 

somewhat higher resistivity of films crystallized from 0.3 M solutions.  This is likely 

due to the instability of the 2-MOE sol-gel process.  As yet, the solution preparation 

process is still highly influenced by ambient conditions including temperature and 

humidity.  Work is continuing to obtain more stable and repeatable sols.  The trend in 

resistivity, however, is clear; higher solution concentration produces more conductive 

films. 

4.4 Effect of pyrolysis temperature on LNO thin films 

 The first set of thermal process parameters investigated are pyrolysis 

temperatures which have a profound impact not only on the resistivity and perovskite 

structure of the films, but also on cracking and film continuity. 

4.4.1 Phase evolution in LNO thin films pyrolyzed in air 

 The pyrolysis temperature was varied from 150-400 ºC and XRD θ-2θ scans 

were used to characterize the crystalline quality of the LNO films.  After pyrolysis all 

the samples received a 1-hour 800 ºC anneal step in ambient conditions to crystallize 

the perovskite phase.  XRD clearly shows a trend towards more crystalline LNO films 

in Figure 4.2; increased pyrolysis temperature improve both intensity of the (00l) 

peaks and their FWHM. 
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Figure 4.2 XRD θ-2θ scan for LNO films pyrolyzed at increasing temperatures.  The 
films show a clear texture improvement with higher pyrolyzation temperatures.  
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The broad peaks at the lower range of pyrolysis temperature are likely indicative of 

small grain sizes, which can also reduce conductivity. 

4.4.2 Effect of Pyrolysis on LNO resistivity 

 Just as the structure of LNO films improve with pyrolysis temperature so does 

resistivity.  Resistivity was measured using a standard 4-point probe technique.  Figure 

4.3 shows the relationship between pyrolysis temperature and film resistance.  Note 

the decline in resistivity at 250-275 ºC corresponds with the development of sharp 

perovskite peaks in the θ-2θ scans.  The minimum resistivity occurs in films 

pyrolyzed at 325 ºC and corresponds to approximately 650 µΩ-cm.  This level agrees 

well with the best reported values in the literature and is within a factor of 2 to films 

prepared on single crystal substrates using sol-gel methods [91].  The increase in 

resistance of films pyrolyzed above 300 ºC signifies the onset of cracking due to 

drying stress.  Most films pyrolyzed at temperatures above 250 ºC exhibited some 

cracking but significant discontinuities develop above 300 ºC.   
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Figure 4.3 Resistivity versus pyrolysis temperature in LNO films. 

 

4.5 Crystallization Time, Temperature and Atmosphere Effects 

 After pyrolysis, the second most significant contribution to quality LNO films 

are crystallization parameters.  The following experiments detail perovskite phase 

development and resistivity under different annealing conditions. 

Studies of the effects of crystallization temperature of perovskite LaNiO3 thin 

films were performed in a tube furnace open to atmosphere.  After receiving 2 layers 

of standard process LNO pyrolyzed at 300 ºC for 5 minutes each layer, films were 

inserted into the furnace hot zone for 1 hour.  XRD θ-2θ scans show the clear 

dependence that perovskite phase evolution has on anneal temperature a seen in Figure 

4.4.  Fortunately, anneal time appears to have little effect and no phase enhancement 

was noted for films annealed in air at times up to 16 hours.   
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Figure 4.4 XRD θ-2θ scan for LNO films annealed at various temperatures, d-spacing 
for film annealed at 500 ºC indicates a oxygen deficient monoclinic phase.   

 

Only anneals above 600 ºC produced perovskite material.  Films annealed at 

500 ºC show broad peaks that match up with an oxygen deficient monoclinic phase, 
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formula LaNiO2.5 (PDF 49-1011).  It is likely, then, that anneals in oxidizing 

atmospheres may improve the quality of LNO films if there is insufficient oxygen in 

the dried gel prior to crystallization.  To confirm this hypothesis, films were annealed 

in flowing O2 and Ar.  The O2 anneal produced highly (00l) oriented thin films with no 

evidence of (110) oriented material.  Anneals in reducing atmosphere conditions, on 

the other hand, impeded development of the perovskite phase.  XRD shows weak 

broad peaks in θ-2θ for Ar annealed films. 

Again, phase assemblage, as evidenced by sharp (001) and (002) perovskite 

peaks for films annealed at 800 ºC in Figure 4.4, goes hand in hand with highly 

conductive thin films.  Figure 4.5 displays film resistivity versus anneal temperature 

and time. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 LNO resistivity versus anneal temperature (a) and time (b).  Although a 
clear trend of lower resistivity with increasing anneal temperature exists in (a) no 
correlation is shown for anneal time in (b). 
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4.6 Modification of Drying Process to Reduce Cracking 

 If possible, pyrolysis of LNO films should be performed above 350 ºC to 

increase conductivity and crystallize the perovskite phase.  Additionally, high molarity 

precursor solutions should be used to reduce film resistivity.  Selection of both 

parameters, however, renders the films unusable due to cracking during pyrolysis.  To 

maximize molarity and pyrolysis a two-step drying and pyrolysis treatment was 

investigated.  Previous work on 2-MOE based LNO solution precursors by Cho et. al. 

demonstrated that below 130 ºC weight loss during thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

was primarily due to evaporation of solvent.  Above about 250 ºC, residual alkoxide 

and acetate groups were pyrolyzed from the film.  Transformation from metal-organic 

to metal-oxide was fairly complete by 375 ºC [91].  By separating the drying and 

pyrolysis steps it should be possible to reduce film stress and cracking.  This was 

investigated by preparing a standard 0.4 M LNO solution and depositing on IBAD as 

described previously.  Instead of proceeding directly to pyrolysis however, the as-spun 

layer was dried on a hot plate at 150 ºC for 5 minutes.  After drying the second layer 

was processed in the same fashion.  The stack was then pyrolyzed at 375 ºC for 5 

minutes before crystallization in the tube furnace.  The optimized process is 

summarized in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 Optimized process flow for epitaxial LNO conductive oxide thin films on 
IBAD including 2 stage pyrolysis and flowing O2 anneals. 

 

The optimized process produces films with excellent conductivity (600 µΩ-

cm) and crystallinity (see Figure 4.8).  Additionally, the 2-stage drying pyrolysis 

process eliminates film cracking.  Figure 4.7 shows the optical bright field image for a 

film directly pyrolyzed at 375 ºC and one that received the optimized process.  
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Figure 4.7 Bright field optical microscope image (20X) for film pyrolyzed at 375 ºC 
(a) and film receiving optimized processing (b). 

 

4.7 Optimized LNO Film Structure and Epitaxy 

 The LNO films index as cubic with lattice parameter a = 0.3842 nm from 

analysis of the (001) and (002) peaks [93].  This is very close the reported value of 

0.383 nm and may indicate the films are subjected to some small quantity of in-plane 

tensile stress from the LMO buffer layer.  They also exhibit a strong preferred 

orientation with an integrated intensity ratio of the (001)/(110) greater than 99.9%.  

Rocking (ω) curves and φ-scans were used to characterize epitaxy in LNO films 

prepared on IBAD substrates.  The rocking curve FWHM on the (001) peak is 2.494º, 

which is in line with the nominal 2º starting out-of-plane texture for the capped IBAD 

MgO substrate.  The phi-scan in Figure 4.8 shows cube-on-cube epitaxy as evidenced 

by the four peaks separated by 90º.  Average in-plane texture, as determined by the 

phi-scan, shows some slight texture improvement over the IBAD substrate with 

FWHM decreasing from 4.65º to 4.18º in the LNO film.   

 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.8 XRD θ-2θ scans for LNO films prepared using a 2-stage drying process  
and annealed in O2 show highly (00l) oriented films with no misoriented grains (a).  
Rocking curve (b) and phi-scan (c) show excellent in-plane and out-of-plane 
alignment with the IBAD substrate with Δω = 2.49º and Δφ = 4.18º. 

 

The data for the optimized process indicates that controlling nucleation 

behavior is critical to achieving highly oriented LNO films.  Films prepared using the 

modified process displayed a much higher degree of (00l) orientation.  It is expected 

that initial drying steps should allow for more complete consolidation of the film 

during pyrolyzation.  This denser inorganic M-O-M network may preferentially 

nucleate heterogeneously at the film substrate interface rather than at local asperities 

in a less dense film. 

Through optimization of all the important sol-gel process factors, highly 

conductive, highly oriented LaNiO3 thin films were prepared on flexible IBAD MgO 

substrates.  These films are excellent candidates for lattice-matched bottom electrodes 

in piezoelectric or ferroelectric thin films.   
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Chapter 5. Development of PZT Thin Film Processing Techniques for 

Piezoelectric Devices 

 The following chapter will detail investigations of PZT process parameters that 

can affect piezoelectric thin film properties.  A baseline investigation of solution-

based routes will provide the bulwark for later studies of epitaxial PZT films on IBAD 

substrates.  Additionally, PVD process parameters will be studied for comparison. 

5.1 The Inverted-Mixing-Order Chemical Solution Deposition Process 

 Dr. Robert Schwartz and colleagues at Sandia National Labs developed the 

inverted-mixing-order, or IMO, process in the 1990’s.  It offers remarkable solution 

stability and produces excellent device quality PZT thin films.  Additionally, it is a 

simple hybrid or chelate sol-gel process and requires little specialized equipment.  The 

following section will describe the methods used to produce films from IMO solutions 

as well as their properties on standard platinized silicon substrates. 

5.1.1 IMO Versus Sequential Precursor Addition (SPA) Methods 

 Precursor chemistry has been shown to have dramatic effects on the 

microstructure and ferroelectric properties of PZT thin films.  Schwartz and coworkers 

compare two different acetic acid chelated processes where chemistry is nearly 

identical but processing differs.  A sequential precursor addition method initially 

dissolves lead followed by addition of titanium and zirconium B-site alkoxides; 

whereas the IMO process reacts the titanium and zirconium prior to lead addition.  

Plan view SEM shows the films derived from SPA precursors contain a rosette 

structure of large-grained perovskite PZT surrounded by a pyrochlore matrix.  Films 

prepared from IMO solutions showed very little pyrochlore with a fine-grained 

columnar perovskite structure.  These IMO based films had significantly larger 
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dielectric constants and lower losses.  Additionally, ferroelectric hysteresis loops 

showed much less resistive leakage and higher remnant polarizations [72, 73, 94]. 

 It is surmised that the enhanced ferroelectric properties and phase assemblage 

of IMO films is related to nucleation behavior. FTIR studies show esterification 

processes in SPA derived films are more pronounced resulting in more hydrolysis in 

solution [73].   This can encourage surface nucleation and produce the rosette structure 

described previously; where pyrochlore is not completely consumed by perovskite 

grains growing from the film-substrate interface. 

5.1.2 IMO PZT Solution Preparation 

 Because they offer superior ferroelectric and dielectric properties, IMO 

precursor solutions were used to produce the CSD PZT thin films for this thesis.  The 

IMO process calls for reaction of the titanium and zirconium B-site precursors in a dry 

environment followed by dissolution of lead and dilution to the appropriate molarity.  

The solution preparation process is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Inverted-mixing-order PZT precursor solution process. 
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 Humidity is a critical factor when dealing with water sensitive isopropoxide 

precursors and the initial steps are performed in a glove-box filled with UHP argon 

and filtered through a desiccant.  The best films were produced when humidity was 

below 20% [95].  After the reaction of the B-site precursors is quenched with 

methanol the solution can be removed from the dry box and processed in ambient 

conditions.  The process in Figure 5.1 produces a morphotropic precursor solution 

with 15 mol% excess lead and a composition of Pb1.15(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3.  Different 

compositions can easily be created by adjusting the molar ratio of Zr/Ti or changing 

the amount of lead.  Additionally, dopants like lanthanum may be added with the A-

site lead acetate precursor to adjust film properties.  Solutions prepared using this 

method were used for up to 2 weeks without any noticeable ageing effects. 

5.1.4 IR and TGA/DTA Analysis of IMO Based Solutions 

 To investigate solvent evaporation and pyrolysis effects during processing of 

PZT thin films thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis 

(DTA) of concentrated IMO solutions was performed.  Additionally, IR spectroscopy 

was taken during the TGA/DTA analysis and provided valuable information on which 

organic species were evolved from solution and at what temperatures.  The data was 

used to select proper pyrolysis conditions and attempt to confirm that no residual 

organics were left in pyrolyzed films. 

 To start the thermal analysis, 125 µL samples of the PZT precursor were 

deposited in the TGA/DTA pan and 40 mL per min of air was fed to the oven.  

Samples were held at room temperature for 5 minutes prior to starting the run in order 

to eliminate moisture from the ambient introduced during sample loading.  Several 

thermal runs were performed.  The first run was a simple 10 ºC per minute ramp from 

room temperature to 800 ºC with a 15-minute isotherm at the final temperature.  A 

second run was used to investigate low-temperature pyrolysis conditions.  Prior to the 
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run the solution was concentrated by ramping from room temperature to 150 ºC at 

10 ºC per minute 3 times.  After concentration, the sample was again ramped at 10 ºC 

per minute to 150 ºC and held at temperature for 3 hours.  Lastly, a third sample was 

concentrated in the same fashion as described previously, with the exception that 

concentration temperature was increased from 150 to 200 ºC.  To approximate 

conditions during processing the concentrate was ramped at 10 ºC per minute to 

350 ºC and held for 15 minutes followed by a 50 ºC per minute ramp to 700 ºC and a 

15-minute isotherm.  After recording TGA/DTA and IR data at process temperatures, 

the sample temperature was again increased to 1000 ºC at a 50 ºC per minute rate to 

investigate high temperature properties. 

 The first sample heated to 800 ºC at 10 ºC per minute initially evolved 

methanol and methyl acetate at room temperature followed by acetic acid at 50 ºC, 

propyl acetate at 155 ºC and finally acetone at 270 ºC (see Figure 5.2).  Throughout 

the run CO2 and water were detected, a system test showed these are likely coming 

from atmospheric leaks and cold spots where byproducts can condense.  However, this 

test does give a good baseline for pyrolysis conditions.  Significant organic evolution 

was observed in the test up to about 300 ºC after which little weight change was 

observed in TGA indicating complete organic burnout.   
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Figure 5.2 IR chemigram (a) and TGA/DTA (b) for IMO PZT solution ramped from 
room temperature to 800 ºC at 10 ºC/min. 

 

Another TGA-IR run was performed on an identical solution sample to observe 

organic removal at lower temperatures.  This test approximates the pyrolysis 

conditions that were used on some of the early PZT films on IBAD substrates.  

Pyrolysis temperatures were kept below 150 ºC to avoid cracking.  The TGA-IR data, 
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however, suggests that this temperature is insufficient to remove organics from the 

film.  During the entire 3-hour run only 6% weight loss was observed accompanied by 

continuous evolution of acetic acid.  It is likely that films pyrolyzed at this temperature 

contain significant defects due to incomplete thermolyzation.   

Finally, concentrated solution TGA-IR chemigrams were taken at temperatures 

up to 1000 ºC (see Figure 5.3).  Infrared spectroscopy shows that the concentrated 

samples also evolved methane at 300 ºC and isobutene at 310 ºC.  These two organics 

are likely decomposition products of the lead-acetate metal salt.  The 700 ºC isotherm 

did not cause any weight loss and no spikes in derivative weight are noted until 

ramping to 1000 ºC.  Above 1000 ºC the sample displayed steady weight loss likely 

due to lead volatilization.  This indicates that samples crystallized at 700 ºC will not 

be lead deficient.   
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Figure 5.3 IR chemigram (a) and TGA/DTA (b) for IMO PZT solution ramped from 
room temperature to 350 ºC at 10 ºC/min, held for 15 minutes, ramped to 700 ºC at 50 
ºC/min and held another 15 minutes, followed by a high temperature 1000 ºC 
isotherm. 

 

From these data, optimal pyrolysis conditions may be determined.  Incomplete 

organic removal prior to crystallization can result in a less dense film with voids and 

defects.  Thin films, by virtue of their much larger surface to volume, may completely 

pyrolyze at lower temperatures than in bulk solutions.  Unfortunately, experiments 
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with as-spun PZT films on small substrates were inconclusive.  It is the process-of-

record, then, to ensure IMO films see at least 300 ºC during the pyrolysis step on any 

substrate.  

5.1.5 Baseline Characterization of IMO PZT Films on Platinized Silicon 

 PZT thin films on platinized silicon are prepared using a standard 2-step 

approach.  The substrates, prepared by Nova Electronics, are a 100 nm Pt/10 nm Ti 

stack on SiO2/Si wafers.  After depositing through a 0.2 µm filter and spin coating at 

3000 rpm for 30 seconds the substrates are placed on a 350 ºC hot plate for 5 minutes 

to remove organics.  Several layers, usually 4 but no more than 6, were deposited in 

this manner by successive spin/pyrolysis steps.  After pyrolysis, films are inserted 

directly into a 700 ºC tube furnace open to atmosphere and annealed for 30 minutes to 

crystallize the perovskite phase.  XRD θ-2θ scans reveal a polycrystalline film with no 

second phases or pyrochlore present (Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.4 XRD θ-2θ scan for IMO PZT on platinized silicon with standard 
processing.  

 

 

Electrically, films prepared with IMO solution chemistry on platinized silicon 

display well developed hysteresis loops with remnant polarization (Pr) around 20 

µC/cm2.  The dielectric constant is around 800 and loss remains below 5% for 

frequencies up to 100 kHz (see Figures 5.5 and 5.6).  These values compare well with 

films processed at Sandia [73]. 
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Figure 5.5 Polarization hysteresis loop for IMO film prepared on platinized silicon. 
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Figure 5.6 Dielectric constant and loss versus frequency for an IMO PZT film on 
platinized silicon.  AC sampling voltage = 50 mV with no DC bias. 
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Cross-sections of the film were examined using SEM and show a dense PZT 

film around 330 nm thick.  No indications of porosity or voids are noted.  

Additionally, some evidence of a columnar microstructure is seen in cross-sections 

consistent with previous results for IMO derived films. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 SEM cross-section of IMO PZT thin film on platinized silicon.  Thickness 
of PZT is roughly 330 nm. 

 

Optical characterization of the IMO PZT thin films was performed using a 

spectroscopic ellipsometer (Wollam WVASE).  Data were taken every 10 nm.  Figure 

5.8 plots measured and modeled values for Ψ and Δ and the optical constants ‘n’ and 

‘k’. A mean-squared-error value of 6.2 and indicates a good fit between the modeled 
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and experimental data.  A Cauchy function, of the form below in Equation 5.1, was 

used to model the data. 
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A few nonidealities are included with this model including surface roughness 

and index grading.  The surface of the film is extremely smooth with a roughness of 

only 5.08 nm.  Adding grading to the model, however, indicates that index of 

refraction increases from the top of the film to the bottom.  This can be explained by 

density differences between the lower and upper layers of the film.  In sol-gel films, 

the bottom layers experience more pyrolysis steps than the top layers and it is likely 

that this extra thermal cycling drives out porosity and densifies the layer.  

Spectroscopic ellipsometry also confirmed previous thickness results using SEM and 

profilometry with a reported optical thickness of 356 nm.  
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Figure 5.8 Measured and modeled Ψ and Δ (a) and optical constants ‘n’ and ‘k’ (b) 
versus wavelength, where ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ reference the upper and lower layers of a 
standard 4 layer IMO PZT film on platinized silicon. 
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The IMO solution route has proven to be a stable and repeatable method for 

production of device quality PZT thin films.  As such, IMO chemistry forms the 

backbone of the PZT films formulated for this thesis.  The following section will 

further explore processing parameters related to property enhancement of IMO 

solution based films. 

5.2 Texture Enhancement Through Pyrolysis Modification 

 Pyrolysis parameters have a profound and wide ranging effect on film texture 

depending on solution chemistry.  Several researchers have shown that texture 

evolution in PZT thin films is not governed by thermodynamics but is highly 

dependent on the kinetic path taken to the final crystalline structure.  Chen and 

coworkers used MOD derived PZT films to investigate the effects of temperature and 

time on the development of PZT texture.  Lead rich intermetallic phases like Pt5-7Pb 

form during the early stages of pyrolysis and seed perovskite (111) texture as long as 

heating rates are fast or reducing atmospheres are employed.  Allowing lead to oxidize 

and form PbO at the interface is a more common condition and happens at lower 

temperatures and longer times.  PbO is an excellent seed for (100) PZT [42].  

Additional experiments involving intermediate pyrolysis steps confirm the importance 

of the first few layers that nucleate at the film-substrate interface.  Inserting a 450 ºC 

30 minute heat treatment prior to high temperature crystallization produces a strong 

(100) texture whereas a 350 ºC step grows (111) oriented PZT.  The texture difference 

is again related to the two possible Pb-rich intermediate phases that nucleate first.  At 

450 ºC Pt5-7Pb can decompose and form PbO but at temperatures below 350 ºC slow 

kinetics do not favor either phase and the fast-heating during crystallization is the only 

texture driver [43]. 

 Investigation of sol-gel films based on Budd et. al. [71] show a marked 

difference in film texture with pyrolysis.  Films pyrolyzed at 350 ºC show 99% (100) 
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orientation while those pyrolyzed at a higher temperature (420 ºC) display mostly 

(80%) (111) texture [96].  The different orientations are theorized to result from 

differences in interfacial energy.  For (111) oriented film it is expected that (111) 

nuclei have a lower interfacial energy with the Pt substrate while (100) films exhibit a 

lower interfacial energy between (100) nuclei and the metastable pyrochlore phase 

[77]. 

 Films deposited from chelate sol-gel processes like the IMO route also show 

interesting orientation effects with pyrolysis temperature.  Schwartz and coworkers 

propose a model whereby texture is related to pyrolysis temperature, which in turn is 

related to hydrolysis ratio and chelation in the precursor solution.  Film pyrolysis 

temperature effectively modifies the crystallization temperature and the resultant 

microstructure and texture [97].  To investigate these effects in IMO films a series of 

pyrolysis conditions were investigated. 

5.2.1 Investigation of the Effect of Pyrolysis Temperature on Orientation in IMO 

PZT Thin Films 

 A standard IMO Pb1.15(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 precursor solution was prepared as 

described in the preceding section.  After ultrasonic cleaning of Pt/Si substrates the 

solution was spin coated at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds.  Each film layer received a 

standard 350 ºC pyrolysis for 5 minutes on a hot plate.  After a 4-layer stack had been 

deposited, films were inserted into an open atmosphere tube furnace for 30 minutes at 

350-650 ºC for an intermediate pre-anneal step.  All films were crystallized for 30 

minutes in atmosphere at 700 ºC after the pre-anneal.  Figure 5.9 shows XRD θ-2θ 

scans for films pre-annealed at each temperature as well as the integrated intensity 

ratio of the (100) to the (101) and (111) peaks. 
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Figure 5.9 XRD θ-2θ scan for IMO PZT films on Pt/Si with different pre-anneal 
temperatures (a) and ratio of (100) integrated intensity to (100)+(101)+(111) (b). 
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Films prepared with low temperature intermediate pre-anneal steps displayed a 

higher degree of (100) orientation while a strong (101) texture developed for higher 

temperatures.  This is in contrast with results for MOD solution based films which 

showed higher degrees of (100) orientation with higher pre-anneal temperatures.  This 

relatively strong (110) orientation is thought to arise from bulk nucleation of 

perovskite grains rather than nucleation at the film/substrate interface.  The 

intermediate pre-anneal step may allow a metastable or nanocrystalline phase to 

develop in the film bulk thereby lowering the nucleation energy for homogenous 

nucleation events.  In any case, it is clear that selection of pre-crystallization heat 

treatment path and temperature is critical in producing films with a desired orientation.  

A pre-anneal step has been omitted for IMO PZT films in this thesis to maximize 

(100) texture. 

5.4 Lead Stoichiometry in PZT Thin Films 

 It is well known that volatility of lead oxide requires special consideration 

when tailoring precursor chemistry or target composition.  In almost all processes, 

excess lead is added to either the solution or ceramic to compensate for lead loss 

during high temperature thermal treatment.  A review of the literature finds varying 

amounts of excess lead are added depending on processing.   

5.4.1 Investigation of Excess Lead In IMO PZT Thin Films 

 Chemical solution deposition methods allow rapid preparation of solutions 

with varying amounts of lead excess.  The following experiments detail the effects on 

the structural and electrical character of PZT thin films prepared with 15-50 mol% 

excess lead in solution.  Nominally, PZT solutions contained 15 mol% excess as 

described in the previous section on IMO solution chemistry.  Increasing lead content 

in precursor solutions, however, can have a profound effect on film texture.  Precursor 
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solutions were created using the standard IMO technique described previously.  Lead 

acetate trihydrate was added to the titanium – zirconium mixture in amounts of 4.552 

g, 4.931 g, 5.311 g, and 5.690 g corresponding to 20, 30, 40 and 50 mol% excess lead.  

The solutions were deposited using standard spin coating techniques described 

previously on platinized silicon substrates.  The films were pyrolyzed on a hot plate in 

air at 350 ºC for 5 minutes per layer prior to a 30 minute, 700 ºC crystallization step in 

an open atmosphere tube furnace.  Figure 5.10 displays XRD θ-2θ scans for these 

films. 
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Figure 5.10 XRD θ-2θ scans for films with varying amounts of excess Pb in solution. 
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 The θ-2θ scans indicate that 40 mol% excess lead in solution produces a higher 

degree of (100) orientation.  Films processed from solutions with 30 mol% excess 

demonstrate a more random orientation with higher intensities in the (101) and (111) 

peaks.  XRD data for film processed with 50 mol% excess shows development of 

some second phase.  The second phase appears optically throughout the 50% excess 

film and to a lesser extent along the edges of the 40 % excess sample as seen in Figure 

5.11.  No precipitates were noted for films prepared from solutions with less than 30 

mol% excess lead.  It has been demonstrated by other researchers that PbO is an 

excellent seed layer for (100) oriented PZT films [48].  Excess lead in solution may 

allow for PbO growth at the film substrate interface and subsequent seeding of (100) 

oriented perovskite PZT.   

 

 

Figure 5.11 Optical microscopy of second phase precipitates in (a) 40 mol% excess Pb 
films and (b) 50 mol% excess Pb films.  Precipitation occurred locally at film edges in 
40% film (a) while the 50% film (b) showed precipitation throughout. (50X 
magnification) 

 

Electrical characterization of the PZT films with excess lead, however, shows 

the deleterious effect the second phase precipitates have on ferroelectric properties.  

Ferroelectric hysteresis plots are shown in Figure 5.12.  Films with 20 and 30 mol% 

(a) (b) 
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excess lead content displayed nicely saturated ferroelectric hysteresis loops with Pr = 

27 µC/cm2 and Ec = 45 kV/cm.  These values agree well with published results 

(26 µC/cm2) for similar IMO films prepared on platinized silicon [73].  A drastic 

reduction both in saturation and remnant polarization is observed for films with more 

than 30 mol% excess lead.  This corresponds with the onset of second phase 

precipitation as observed in the optical micrographs (Figure 5.11).  Remnant 

polarizations for films with 40 and 50 mol% excess lead are 15 and 10 µC/cm2 

respectively.  In addition, there is an evident internal bias field that shifts the 

hysteresis loop to the right in samples with higher excess lead.  This is likely the result 

of domain wall pinning due to space charge accumulation or the inability of domain 

walls to move through the second phase.   
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Figure 5.12 Polarization hysteresis loops for PZT thin films from solutions with 
varying concentrations of excess Pb.  Data taken at 50 Hz. 
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5.4.2 PZT Thin Films with Graded Lead Composition 

 Since it is desirable to produce highly (100) oriented films it would be 

advantageous to take advantage of the preferred orientation provided by the 40 mol% 

excess films without precipitation of a second phase.  In an attempt to tailor texture 

without compromising electrical quality, a series of PZT films with graded lead 

composition was tested.  Using the previously created precursor solutions with 20, 30, 

and 40 mol% excess lead, films were prepared with either “up”-graded or “down”-

graded lead composition as shown in Figure 5.13.  “Up”-graded film began with 20 

mol% lead excess as the 1st layer, followed by 2 layers of 30 mol% excess and capped 

with a PZT film with 40 mol% excess lead.  “Down”-graded films were deposited in 

the reverse order.  One set of films received standard pyrolysis and crystallization 

steps while in other samples a 450 ºC 1 hour pre-anneal step was added between 

pyrolysis of the 4th layer and the final crystallization step.  The intermediate 1 hour 

pre-anneal was intended to allow lead to diffuse across interfaces between layers. 

 

Figure 5.13 Example of a “down”-graded PZT film with high excess lead content in 
the initial layer.  One set of films was processed normally (a) while the other received 
an intermediate 450 ºC 1 hour pre-anneal to allow for diffusion between layers (b). 

 

(a) (b) 
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Standard θ-2θ x-ray diffraction was used to characterize the texture of the PZT 

films.  Surprisingly, the data shows little effect on texture from the graded lead films.  

Films prepared in either “up” or “down” graded fashion showed nearly identical ratios 

of (100)/(101) intensity (Figure 5.14 (a)).  In contrast, as seen in Figure 5.14 (b), the 

pre-anneal step did influence film texture quite a bit.  The (100) peak is significantly 

enhanced relative to samples that did not receive a pre-anneal step.   

 

 

Figure 5.14 XRD θ-2θ scans for up and down graded PZT with (a) standard pyrolysis 
and crystallization and (b) an intermediate pre-anneal step. 
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Graded lead films did produce some other unexpected results.  The 

polarization hysteresis loops for both “up” and “down”-graded PZT films showed a 

“pinched” character similar in shape to an antiferroelectric material (Figure 5.15 (a) 

and (b)).  Repeated application of the triangular wave drive signal to the capacitor 

largely restored the loop to a normal shape for this composition of PZT.  This effect 

has been noted by other researchers in PbTiO3/Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 heterostructures.  It was 

surmised that charged defects were trapped at PT/PZT interfaces and are compensated 

by reorientation of the polarization vectors in the vicinity of the defects, effectively 

pinning domains [98].  Although the chemistry of the PZT layers with different lead 

content is similar, stoichiometry may be dissimilar enough to cause defects at 

interfaces between layers.  This is somewhat borne out by hysteresis data for films that 

received a 450 ºC pre-anneal step.  If, as hypothesized, the pre-anneal enhances lead 

diffusion and evens out the gradient in stoichiometry between layers then fewer 

defects are expected.  The loops for pre-annealed films exhibit less “pinched” 

character in their polarization hysteresis plots and none after cycling 10 times (Figure 

5.15 (c) and (d)). 
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Figure 5.15 Polarization hysteresis plots for PZT thin film prepared with graded lead 
compositions: (a) and (b) standard processing (c) and (d) additional 450 ºC pre-anneal 
step.  Note the pinched nature of the 1st cycle (red trace) largely disappears after 
cycling the capacitor 10 times (blue trace). 

 

Although attempts to enhance (100) texture using graded lead composition 

were initially ineffective, the experimentation resulted in some valuable information.  

It is important that sharp transitions between ferroelectric layers be minimized to 

reduce domain pinning defects.  When using buffer layers or employing any type of 
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compositional gradient a relatively low temperature anneal step helps to even out 

variations in layers and reduce defect density. 

5.5 PVD Processing of PZT Thin Films 

 Radio-frequency magnetron sputtering can produce PZT thin films with 

excellent uniformity over large areas with low defect concentrations.  However, 

careful control over all the deposition parameters is paramount.  Many parameters 

must be optimized to produce high-quality perovskite films including substrate 

temperature, RF power, chamber pressure, gas mixture, target-to-substrate distance, 

and target composition.  The following section will detail the development of PVD 

techniques for PZT thin films and their related properties. 

5.5.1 In-Situ Crystallization of Sputtered PZT Thin Films 

 Substrate temperature is the most critical parameter to control in order to 

produce high quality perovskite PZT films.  Other researchers have exhaustively 

studied both in-situ and ex-situ crystallization of sputtered PZT [99-102].  Most agree 

that substrate temperatures greater than 550 ºC are required to crystallize the 

perovskite phase during sputtering.  Below this temperature, PZT films often 

incorporate large amounts of undesirable, non-ferroelectric pyrochlore phase.   

Initial attempts at crystallizing perovskite material in-situ have been 

unsuccessful.  Large amounts of residual pyrochlore phase form at low substrate 

temperatures while higher temperatures show unidentified reaction phases in XRD θ-

2θ scans.  Figure 5.16 shows diffraction patterns for PZT films prepared at various 

substrate temperatures.  All films were sputtered in an 80% Ar - 20% O2 gas mix at 75 

mTorr for 2 hours.  RF power was set to 75 W, corresponding to a power density of 

3.7 W/cm2, and a target-to-substrate spacing of 5 cm was selected. 
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Figure 5.16 XRD θ-2θ scan of sputter deposited PZT thin films at various substrate 
temperatures. 
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Substrate temperatures below 600 ºC show pure pyrochlore (PDF 26-142).  

Above 700 ºC several unidentified reaction phases are present and the pyrochlore 

disappears.  It is likely that a number of lead deficient phases are present at these 

temperatures but, as yet, individual phases evade classification.  Some perovskite 

peaks are apparent at the highest substrate temperatures, but the presence of reaction 

phases render these films useless.  Successive attempts to produce phase pure 

perovskite material by in-situ crystallization have not yielded good results.  The 

prevalence of pyrochlore phases indicate that oxygen or lead stoichiometry may be a 

problem.  A quantitative stoichiometric analysis like SIMS would help delineate the 

exact film composition and assist in selection of the correct process parameters.   

5.5.2 Ex-situ Crystallization of Sputtered PZT Thin Films 

 Perovskite PZT has been successfully prepared using ex-situ annealing of 

amorphous sputtered films.  Many researchers produce good quality sputtered PZT 

films using either unheated [101, 103] or low temperature [79, 100, 102, 104] 

deposition and post-annealing.  The film depicted in Figure 5.17 was deposited at 50 

mTorr and 100 Watts for 1 hour in pure Ar.  During the deposition substrate 

temperature rose to approximately 80 ºC, well below the crystallization temperature 

for either pyrochlore or perovskite phases.  Film thickness was approximately 450 nm 

as determined by profilometry.  The broad amorphous hump in Figure 5.17 (a) appears 

at approximately 30º in 2θ corresponding to an amalgamation of the constituent 

oxides.  Upon annealing at 700 ºC for 30 minutes in atmosphere a crystalline 

perovskite phase is formed with a small residual pyrochlore peak at 29.5º. 
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Figure 5.17 Sputtered PZT without substrate heating as deposited (a) and after 

annealing in atmosphere at 700 ºC for 30 minutes (b). 

 

Films annealed in atmosphere at various temperatures from 600-700 ºC 

developed a perovskite phase with a (100) preferred orientation.  Small amounts of 

residual pyrochlore, as evidenced by the 29.5º reflection, were noted in all films but 

were most pronounced in samples annealed at temperatures lower than 650 ºC.  After 

depositing electrodes, the ferroelectric hysteresis loops were measured and are 

displayed in Figure 5.18.   
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Figure 5.18 Hysteresis loops for sputtered PZT films annealed in atmosphere at 
various temperatures. 

 

The polarization versus field loops displayed in Figure 5.18 are well saturated 

and show good ferroelectric hysteresis with Pr = 7, 11, and 12 µC/cm2 for films 

annealed at 600, 650 and 700 ºC respectively.  These values are roughly half of what 

has been achieved in solution deposited films on platinized silicon substrates.  The 

difference is probably due to the residual non-ferroelectric pyrochlore phase that could 

not be annealed out of sputter-deposited films.  An investigation of anneal parameters 

is displayed in Figure 5.19 and shows the development of a perovskite phase in 

amorphous sputtered films. 
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Figure 5.19 XRD diffractogram of sputtered PZT films showing pyrochlore to 
perovskite phase transition with increasing anneal temperature. 
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 Interestingly, anneals in the 650-700 ºC range produce the best (100) texture 

with higher temperature anneals resulting in a more random orientation.  Increasing 

anneal time was also investigated but the best film properties were achieved with 1 

hour ex-situ crystallization steps.  Longer anneals produced a more random orientation 

and higher quantities of pyrochlore, likely due to lead volatility.  It should also be 

noted that films processed with intermediate substrate temperatures above 250 ºC 

produced pyrochlore that was virtually impossible to anneal out of the film. 

 Along with anneal time and temperature, the correct crystallization atmosphere 

is critical in preparation of high quality PZT films.  All previous PVD films were 

annealed in a tube furnace open to atmosphere.  Inoue et. al. showed that reducing 

atmospheres may allow for a lower temperature and more complete crystallization of 

the perovskite phase [105].  It was postulated that, under low pO2 conditions, Pb2+ 

would be reduced to Pb metal and a Pt3Pb intermetallic phase would form at the film 

substrate interface.  This intermetallic forms a good nucleation layer for perovskite 

PZT.  To understand the effect of anneal atmosphere on sputtered PZT the following 

films were annealed under oxidizing (flowing O2) and reducing (Ar and N2) 

conditions.  The films were prepared without substrate heating under deposition 

conditions identical to those described above.  The samples were held for 10 minutes 

in flowing Ar, N2, or O2 prior to ramping the temperature to 700 ºC and annealing for 

1 hour.  Figure 5.20 shows x-ray data for films annealed in different atmospheres and, 

remarkably, shows little difference in the amount of pyrochlore phase or film texture. 
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Figure 5.20 X-ray diffraction shows little difference in films annealed in oxidizing or 
reducing atmospheres.  Each scan indicates the presence of pyrochlore and little 
texturing is observed. 
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 Electrical testing of these films, however, tells a significantly different story.  

The polarization hysteresis loops of films annealed in N2 and Ar display highly lossy 

behavior as seen in Figure 5.21.  These poorly saturated loops indicate the presence of 

conductivity due to oxygen vacancies.  On the other hand, those annealed in O2 show 

well-developed loops with lower Ec and higher Pr than air-annealed films.  
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Figure 5.21 Polarization hysteresis loops for sputtered films annealed in oxidizing and 
reducing atmospheres. An external high-voltage amplifier (Trek model 603) was used 
to increase field strength. 
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The optimized sputter process parameters are listed in Table 5.1 for films on platinized 

silicon substrates.  Sputtering in pure argon without substrate heating and crystallizing 

ex-situ in O2 produced the best results.  PZT thin films prepared in this manner 

approximate the quality of IMO sol-gel films.   

 

Table 5.1 Sputter deposition parameters for PZT thin films with ex-situ crystallization. 

Target 2 inch [Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3]0.9+[PbO]0.1

Substrate Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si

Stage temp. Unheated - max ~ 80 ºC during dep

Target to substrate 
distance 5 cm

RF power 100 W

Gas 100% Ar ~ 6 sccm

Pressure 50 mTorr

Dep. Time 1 hr

Post anneal 650 ºC / 1 hr in O2

Film thickness 450 nm

PVD deposition parameters
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Chapter 6. Epitaxial Piezoelectric Thin Films on Flexible Substrates 

  Enhancing piezoelectric response in thin films is desirable for a number of 

applications. Achieving low actuation voltage Microelectromechanical systems 

(MEMS) and high sensitivity sensors all require materials with high electromechanical 

coupling.  A material’s piezoelectric coefficients are functions of a number of different 

processing parameters including, but not limited to, orientation and composition. The 

highest acheivable piezo-response has been noted in Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 (00l) oriented 

perovskites with compositions near the morphotrophic phase boundary.  

Conventionally deposited thin films are polycrystalline in nature and the piezoelectric 

response is an average across all the grains of the film.  Due to the various orientations 

of the grains in the film the maximum piezoelectric response is not achieved.  A single 

crystal PZT film, with its c-axis oriented normal to the substrate, would produce the 

highest piezoelectric response.  It is desirable then to try and produce a film that is as 

close to single-crystalline as possible.   

  A great deal of research has focused on examining the effect that preferred 

orientation (and epitaxy) in a (PZT) thin film has on its piezoelectric properties [14, 

28, 31, 34]. Normally this is achieved using single crystal substrates that have a lattice 

parameter close to that of PZT (to promote epitaxy). This is an expensive route, and is 

only possible for relatively small sample sizes.  A recently developed alternative route 

is via the integration of ion-beam-assisted deposition (IBAD) in a MgO buffer layer 

which creates biaxial texture [2].  This biaxially textured layer should provide an 

excellent template for preferentially oriented PZT thin films.  In this effort, the 

substrates are flexible nickel superalloys but the technique employed to produce the 

biaxially textured MgO could be integrated with any number of base materials, 

including other metals, foils, or even polymers. This allows researchers to take 

advantage of the desirable qualities of epitaxial PZT without being constrained to a 
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single crystal substrate. Devices such as flexible MEMS or wearable piezo-sensors 

might be realized using this method.  Additionally, this approach minimizes cost by 

eliminating need for single crystal substrates and applying inexpensive sol-gel film 

deposition techniques.   

 The IBAD technique has been used to great effect to produce single-crystal-

like thin films of several different material systems, the prime example being high-

temperature superconducting wires [64]. Researchers at Los Alamos National 

Laboratory have used this technique to produce highly <001> oriented Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 

films on various substrates with excellent dielectric tunability/loss ratios for frequency 

agile devices [106, 107].  The versatility of the IBAD MgO process has allowed 

biaxial texture to be applied to amorphous Si3N4 substrates for BaxPb1-xTiO3 thin films 

[108].  And more recently IBAD MgO substrates have been used to produce BaTiO3 

thin films with single-crystal-like ferroelectric properties [109].  Like the biaxially 

textured high temperature superconductor analog, YBa2Cu3O7-x, biaxially textured 

ferroelectric thin films could potentially benefit from the special properties of low 

angle grain boundaries.  Evidence indicates that the non-180° domain wall mobility in 

ferroelectric thin films is severely impeded by defect pinning [27].  A significant 

portion of the piezo-response in bulk materials can be attributed to this particular type 

of domain wall motion.  It is likely that a reduction in defect pinning can be achieved 

with fewer high-angle grain boundaries and domain wall reorientation be improved.   

A biaxially textured piezoelectric thin film could then produce more than 90% of the 

single crystal actuation [108]. 

6.1 Ion Beam Assisted Deposition of Biaxially Textured MgO 

 Los Alamos National Laboratory provided the IBAD substrates used in this 

research.  To achieve the IBAD-MgO layer, a 1-cm wide electropolished Hastelloy C-

276 alloy is used as the substrate material.  Electropolishing is required to provide a 
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smooth starting surface. The template is first prepared by ion beam etching the 

substrate, followed by evaporation of a 5-15 nm thick amorphous film of Y2O3 which 

acts as a nucleation layer for IBAD texturing.  MgO is then evaporated at room 

temperature while a 1 kV Ar+ ion assist beam is simultaneously directed to the 

growing film at 45° to the substrate normal (along the <011> direction).  The MgO in-

plane texture develops in less than 10 nm of thickness.  Finally, a 200 nm thick 

homoepitaxial MgO layer is deposited at elevated temperatures between 400-600 °C.  

For some samples, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is used to deposit a 50 nm thick 

LaMnO3 (LMO) buffer layer; other samples received a PLD La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) 

conductive oxide layer.  Under optimized processing conditions the template texture 

FWHM is less than 5° in-plane and 2° out-of-plane.  

6.2 Investigation of CSD Process Parameters 

 Deposition of PZT thin films on IBAD substrate presents unique challenges 

due to the large thermal mismatch between film and substrate.  The composite 

film/substrate architecture is dominated by the nickel Hastelloy substrate.  Published 

values for coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) for nickel C-276 alloys are around 

14x10-6/K at PZT processing temperatures [110] while PZT films show CTE’s of only 

6.7x10-6/K in the high temperature paraelectric state [25].  In contrast, the CTE for 

silicon is 4.185x10-6/K at 850 K – much closer to PZT [111].  This means that 

significant stress will develop during thermal processing of PZT thin films on metal 

substrates.  In fact, thermal expansion mismatch is large enough to fracture the viscous 

gel network during the standard 350 ºC pyrolysis step.  Lower pyrolysis temperatures 

are required.  Sol-gel PZT films on IBAD substrates are based on the aforementioned 

IMO process.  Precursor solution preparation and spin coating steps remain the same.  

To avoid catastrophic cracking, however, pyrolysis was set at 150 ºC for 5 minutes.  A 

standard 700 ºC 30 minute crystallization step was performed thereafter.  Films 
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deposited directly on the homoepitaxial MgO layer displayed (100) preferred 

orientation with some residual misoriented (101) phase material.  On the other hand, 

films deposited on LMO capped MgO substrates showed nearly pure (00l) oriented 

grains as displayed in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1 X-ray diffraction pattern for sol-gel PZT thin films prepared on IBAD MgO 
(a) and LaMnO3 capped MgO (b). 

  

 Additionally, to measure electrical properties, a conductive oxide template 

layer must be deposited between the MgO and PZT film. As previously discussed, two 

materials have been investigated for this purpose.  Pulsed-laser-deposited LSMO films 
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offer good electrical conductivity already but LMO capped films require an extra 

conductive oxide buffer layer for the bottom electrode.  A sol-gel deposited LaNiO3 

film was chosen for the latter purpose.  Both electrode materials offer good lattice 

matching to the underlying substrate and the PZT thin film.  Lattice mismatch for the 

LSMO electrode with the MgO substrate and PZT thin film are -7.7% and -3.7% 

respectively while the LNO electrode is only mismatched -1.2% with the LMO buffer 

but -5.3% with PZT.  Optimized deposition parameters for LNO films are discussed in 

Chapter 4.  Initial LNO films on IBAD, however, were not optimized.  These LaNiO3 

films were prepared from a 0.2 molar solution using the same precursors as optimized 

films and 2-MOE as the solvent.  Following spin coating, the LNO films were 

pyrolyzed on a hotplate at 150 ºC for 5 minutes.  These early films typically received 4 

spin-coated layers and were crystallized at 700 ºC for 30 minutes in an open 

atmosphere tube furnace. 

 Although PZT films on LMO capped MgO look excellent in x-ray, capacitor 

yield is zero.  It was initially surmised that incomplete organic removal due to the low 

temperature pyrolysis created pinhole defects through the film.  No direct evidence of 

pinholes were ever found in optical or scanning electron microscopy.  It was assumed 

that the pinholes are small enough to escape detection.  These defects are likely to 

occur when trapped organics in the gel network are violently liberated from the film 

during the high temperature crystallization step.  Subsequently, pinholes are filled 

during evaporation of silver for the top electrode of the MIM structure and the 

capacitor is shorted.  Initial attempts at improving capacitor yield focus on eliminating 

pinholing in sol-gel films.  Later, a competing hypothesis for the low yield in PZT 

films on IBAD substrates will be discussed.  In order to elucidate the research 

methodology for the initial IBAD films, however, pinholes will be presumed to be the 

dominant defect mode. 
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6.2.1 Development of a Modified Process to Produce Functional PZT Films on 

IBAD Substrates 

 To combat pinholing in PZT films prepared on IBAD a modified heat 

treatment process was adopted.  The premise of this modification is to misalign the 

pinholes in each layer so that they do not progress through the entire film thickness.  

Thus, the deposited silver does not reach the bottom electrode and the film is not 

shorted.  To accomplish this each layer was annealed at the crystallization temperature 

after spin coating and pyrolysis.   

A diagram for the modified process flow as compared to a standard process is shown 

in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 Standard and modified process flow chart for early sol-gel PZT films on 

IBAD substrates. 
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6.2.2 Structural Characterization of Modified Process PZT Films 

 A comparison of the x-ray diffractograms for both standard and modified 

processes reveals the presence of an unidentified phase in modified films with 

diffraction peaks at d = 0.454 and 0.227 nm.  The extra peaks probably correspond to 

a lead deficient phase due to the elements high volatility and the extra thermal 

treatment that samples receive during the modified process.  Figure 6.3 displays XRD 

θ-2θ scans for both processes on both conductive oxide bottom electrodes.  

Additionally, it should be noted that the (003) peak for PZT films on LNO substrates 

is an order of magnitude more intense than that on LSMO bottom electrodes.  This 

could indicate a greater degree of epitaxy for films on LNO.  Analysis of in-plane and 

out-of-plane texture using x-ray indicates that LSMO provides a better buffer layer for 

epitaxy.  Phi scans of both types of films show cube-on-cube epitaxy with average in-

plane full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of 5.01º and 4.02º for LNO and LSMO 

electrodes respectively.  The IBAD MgO substrate has an average in-plane FWHM of 

4.23º indicating that texture improves with thickness in PZT films deposited on LSMO 

but not on LNO.  Rocking curves (ω) tell a similar story.  Substrates with LSMO 

buffer layers show improvement in FWHM of the rocking curve (1.447º) while LNO 

substrates (2.367º) do not.  Obviously, LNO solution deposited electrodes are not 

optimized in these films.  The results point to the necessity of a high quality buffer 

layer when growing epitaxial PZT. 
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Figure 6.3 XRD θ-2θ scans for PZT films on IBAD substrates with (a) LNO and (b) 
LSMO bottom electrodes.  Both standard (red) and modified (blue) processes are 
shown. 
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Figure 6.4 Phi scans (101) and rocking curves (001) for PZT thin films on LNO 
substrates (a) and (c) and LSMO substrates (b) and (d) 

 

6.2.3 Ferroelectric Properties of PZT Thin Films Using the Modified Process 

 Using the modified process capacitor yield was improved from 0 to roughly 

10%.  Most capacitors displayed short behavior and only the smallest ones (top 

electrode diameter = 0.2 mm) showed any high-field hysteretic response. Both 

samples exhibit behavior expected of an epitaxial film with square loops and a near 

vertical rise in polarization to the saturation level.  Figure 6.5 displays the polarization 

hysteresis loops for films prepared using the modified process.  Films on LSMO 

bottom electrodes display higher Pr at 33.9 µC/cm2 than LNO films (Pr = 30.6 
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µC/cm2).  This is likely due to the quality of the PZT electrode interface in non-

optimized LNO films.  Later results with optimized LNO buffer layers show nearly 

identical ferroelectric characteristics between electrodes. 
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Figure 6.5 Polarization hysteresis loops for PZT films using the modified process.  
Measurement taken at 100 Hz. 

 

These modified sol-gel processes are an important first step in producing high 

quality ferroelectric films on IBAD substrates.  The next section will detail further 

process enhancements in the development of epitaxial PZT films on IBAD. 
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6.3 Optimization of Sol-Gel Routes to Epitaxial PZT Films on IBAD 

 To ensure that films are completely free of organics prior to crystallization a 2-

stage drying and pyrolysis process was adopted for IMO PZT thin films.  The process 

is similar to that described in Chapter 4 for LNO.  Additionally, since more thermal 

processing results in more lead loss, higher initial lead concentrations were added to 

the precursor solution. A 30 mol% excess lead composition was selected based on the 

best results from experiments on IMO solution processed films with varying lead 

contents (see Chapter 5).  This represents the upper limit of lead content in IMO based 

films without precipitating a second, non-ferroelectric phase.  Precursor solution 

preparation was identical except 4.931 g of Pb acetate was added.  After spin coating, 

the layer was dried for 5 minutes on a hot plate held at 150 ºC.  A 350 ºC, 5 minute 

pyrolysis step immediately followed the dry step.  The drying step allows the film to 

consolidate and gel prior to pyrolysis, effectively separating film shrinkage effects due 

to evaporation from those caused by organic combustion.  Samples processed in this 

manner did not show cracking in the bulk of the film.  After a depositing the desired 

thickness, the PZT films were crystallized in atmosphere at 700 ºC for 30 minutes.   

 The optimized 2-stage process produced phase-pure PZT films with better 

capacitor yield.  It should be noted that pyrolysis of individual layers is critical.  For 

some films, 4 layers were deposited and dried prior to 350 ºC pyrolysis.  These 

samples did not have any good capacitors.  Films receiving the 2-stage drying and 

pyrolysis steps for each layer yielded as many capacitors as the modified process 

(10%).  Further, films that were annealed in the tube furnace every 2 layers produced 

even better yield (20%).  It is apparent that film consolidation during pyrolysis steps 

and prior to crystallization is key in producing high quality PZT films. 
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6.3.1 Structural Characterization of Optimized PZT Films on IBAD 

 Two 4-layer PZT samples were prepared on IBAD substrates with optimized 

sol-gel LNO and PLD LSMO bottom electrodes.  Each layer was dried at 150 ºC for 5 

minutes followed by pyrolyzation at 350 ºC for another 5 minutes.  After 2 layers had 

been deposited in this manner, the stack was annealed at 700 ºC for 30 minutes in an 

open atmosphere tube furnace.  The process was repeated to double the PZT stack’s 

thickness.   

 The x-ray diffraction in Figure 6.6 shows only PZT peaks and none of the 

second phase that was present in films that received the modified process.  This is 

further confirmation that the previously mentioned unidentified peaks in 2θ belong to 

lead deficient phases.   

 

 

Figure 6.6 X-ray diffraction patterns for optimized PZT films on (a) LNO and (b) 
LSMO buffer layers.  Inset shows rocking curve on (001). 
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 The new process does produce a small amount of misoriented grains as (101) 

and (111) reflections appear in the θ-2θ scan.  This is more pronounced on films with 

LNO bottom electrodes.  Still, both PZT films display greater than 99.9% (00l) 

orientation and excellent FWHMs in the rocking curve.  Out-of-plane texture 

improved by 0.21º in FWHM for PZT on LNO in these samples, this can be attributed 

to the enhanced crystallinity of optimized LNO buffer layers.  The degradation in 

FWHM for films on LSMO electrodes is likely due to sample-to-sample variation.  

The LSMO film used for this experiment was cut from the end of the tape and some 

irregularities were noticed in the buffer layer appearance.  

 In-plane texture is shown for optimized PZT films on both electrodes in Figure 

6.7 and compared to the phi-scans of the bottom electrodes themselves.  In-plane 

texture obviously improves from IBAD MgO to PZT on LSMO buffer layers but does 

not on LNO electrodes even though starting in-plane FWHM in LNO is superior. 

 

Figure 6.7  XRD ϕ-scans show cube-on-cube epitaxy for PZT thin films grown on (a) 
LNO and (b) LSMO bottom electrodes as well as transfer of epitaxy from IBAD MgO 
to LNO (c) and LSMO bottom electrode (d).  Texture improves from IBAD MgO 
through the LSMO buffer and PZT but does not in sol-gel LNO buffered films. 
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 Peaks are separated by 90° indicating an in-plane epitaxial relationship 

between [100]MgO//[100]LSMO & LNO//[100]PZT.  Although most films deposited on 

IBAD MgO using physical techniques exhibit improvement of in-plane FWHM with 

thickness, the classic example being texture improvement in YBCO [64], sol-gel 

deposited PZT using either process showed only a small enhancement.  The FWHM 

for ϕ in the homoepitaxial MgO has been measured at 4.65° and LNO and LSMO 

buffers layers show slight in-plane texture improvement with an average FWHM of 

4.18° and 4.30° respectively.  The in-plane texture of the PZT degrades for films on 

LNO with Δφ = 4.31° but there is a small improvement in PZT deposited on LSMO 

conductive oxide as Δφ drops to 4.09°.  Competing nucleation and growth 

mechanisms likely explain the difference between sol-gel oxide texture and texture 

improvement in PVD oxides and subsequent PZT films on IBAD MgO.  Thin film 

growth is a nucleation dominated process and adatoms in PVD methods have enough 

energy to nucleate epitaxial grains at the film-substrate interface while nucleation in 

sol-gel deposited films may occur in more random locations throughout the film upon 

crystallization.  

6.3.2 Electrical Characterization of Optimized PZT Films on IBAD 

 Ferroelectric properties of the PZT films were characterized using a Radiant 

Technologies RT-66B with an external high voltage amplifier and a measurement 

frequency of 10 Hz.  Hysteresis measurements showed the well saturated and highly 

square single-crystal-like loops depicted in Figure 6.8.  Remnant polarization (Pr) for 

both of these films was around 40 µC/cm2 and is comparable to the values 

documented for PZT films on single crystal SrTiO3 and MgO substrates [34, 112].  

Coercive field (Ec) for films on LNO bottom electrodes was lower at 61 kV/cm than 

that acheived on LSMO buffered substrates (91 kV/cm).  This may be attributable to 

the somewhat higher fraction of (110) oriented grains in these films which could 
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encourage domain reorientation. Saturated polarization for films on LNO and LSMO 

coated substrates was similar at 54 and 55 µC/cm2 respectively. 
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Figure 6.8  Polarization hysteresis loops for optimized PZT thin films on LNO and 
LSMO bottom electrodes taken at 10 Hz.  The films both show well saturated, square 
hysteresis loops with remnant polarization (Pr) = 40 µC/cm2. 

 

Dielectrically, the PZT films on IBAD substrates show lower dielectric 

constants and higher losses than those on platinized silicon.  A possible hypothesis for 

this effect is that these films contain some ‘spikes’ where the evaporated silver 

penetrates pores or cracks effectively increasing conductive losses through the film.  

Additionally, it should not be forgotten that the highly c-axis oriented nature of these 
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films suppresses the permittivity due to anisotropy of the dielectric k constants along 

the a and c axes.  Dielectric constant is similar for both films at approximately 350.  

Loss appears to be higher in PZT films on LSMO electrodes but this is likely a high 

frequency artifact of the measurement system (Figure 6.9). 
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Figure 6.9 Dielectric constant and loss for films on LNO (a) and LSMO (b) buffer 
layers. AC sampling voltage maintained at 50 mV and no DC bias. 
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6.3.3 Piezoresponse Force Microscopy of PZT Films on IBAD 

 As previously noted, a somewhat low capacitor yield (~10-20%) is observed in 

these films.  This precludes macroscopic piezoelectric measurements using double 

beam interferometry [113] or wafer flexure methods [114] where large electrodes are 

required.  To investigate the films piezoelectric properties peizoresponse force 

microscopy (PFM) was selected.  PFM measurements were performed by Asylum 

Research on a MFP-3D AFM with Olympus AC240 tips.  In addition to characterizing 

out-of-plane piezoelectric response, from which an effective d33 can be extrapolated, 

PFM allows observation of switching behavior and domain orientation [115-119].  

Initial results show that the films are piezoelectric and switching of domain states was 

observed in amplitude and phase images.  Switching was observed in one location 

with DC bias on and off and is shown in Figure 6.10 for a PZT film on LSMO. 

 

 
Figure 6.10 Domain switching in a PZT film on LSMO from PFM phase images.  The 
location illustrated shows a 180º phase change after biasing the sample. 

 

 

A binning of the average phase of the domains shows 180° of separation as 

shown in Figure 6.11.  Only the presence of c-axis oriented domains is indicated, as 

the phase image shows no domains with an intermediate orientation.  This is 

consistent with XRD results for a highly c-axis oriented film.   
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Figure 6.11 Phase image of PZT film on LSMO (a) shows only 180º domains as 
indicated by the average amount of phase separation in the histogram (b). 
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Phase images, representing the polarization orientation of the domains, are 

overlaid on the AFM topography for both electrodes and shown in Figure 6.12.  Local 

strain loops are plotted as well for PZT films on LNO and LSMO in Figure 6.12 (c) 

and (d).  Films with LNO bottom electrodes have much higher piezoresponse than 

those on LSMO but the asymmetry of the LNO loop (b) is indicative of some kind of 

internal bias field and initial results are suspect.  Additionally, the surface morphology 

of the LNO versus LSMO buffered films is interesting.  PZT films on LNO substrates 

display larger, more lamellar grain structures while PZT on LSMO has a much finer 

grain structure.  This is likely due to the different processing methods used to produce 

the bottom electrodes.  The PLD LSMO buffer layer has a fine-grained structure 

whereas sol-gel LNO films can have much larger grains. 

 

 
Figure 6.12 Phase image overlaid on AFM topography for a 1 µm x 1 µm scan on (a) 
LSMO and (b) LNO buffer layers.  Amplitude of piezo response for PZT thin films 
prepared on (b) LSMO and (c) LNO. 
 

Initial calculations of the d33 piezoelectric coefficient from the strain loops 

produced relatively low values at 4 pm/V and 17.6 pm/V for films on LSMO and LNO 
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respectively.  This abnormally low measurement could be an artifact of the tip type 

used or electrostatic interaction between the tip and film.  Additionally, since the 

sample was driven close to the cantilevers resonant frequency, the cantilevers optical 

sensitivity was altered and could reduce the apparent piezoelectric coefficient.  Further 

refinement of PFM techniques for these highly oriented piezoelectric films is needed. 

6.4 PVD PZT Films on IBAD Substrates 

 For comparison, PZT thin films were deposited on IBAD substrates using PVD 

with a post-annealing step.  If incomplete organic pyrolysis was the culprit for low 

capacitor yield then a PVD process, which contains no organics, should eliminate this 

defect mode.  PZT films were sputtered using standard conditions described in 

Chapter 5 on a LNO coated IBAD MgO substrate.  After deposition, the film was 

annealed in atmosphere for 1 hour at 700 ºC.  Unlike sol-gel films which developed 

strong (00l) orientation the PVD film on IBAD shows a nearly polycrystalline 

composition with little or no preferred orientation.  The XRD θ-2θ patterns are 

displayed in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13 X-ray diffraction pattern for PZT film sputtered on IBAD/LNO.  Phase is 
largely random with no evidence of (00l) preferred orientation.  

 

The random orientation of the sputtered film implies that heterogeneous 

epitaxial nucleation events at the substrate are not the dominant nucleation 

mechanism.  It appears that sputter deposited films nucleate at other sites throughout 

the film, perhaps at the surface or at defects.  Electrical testing of the sputtered PZT 

films was also inconclusive as none of the capacitors showed any high field response.  

The combination of this data with results for optimized PZT solution based process 

offer a new hypothesis for low yield in PZT films on IBAD substrates, microcracking.  

Reasons for this hypothesis follow: 
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1) Similar systems have shown microcracking to be a significant capacitor killer.  Thin 

film PZT deposited on metal foils has experienced low yield due to microcracks [95].  

In this case copper was used which also has a large CTE mismatch with PZT. 

2) The use of the optimized process allows for higher temperature pyrolysis so it is 

unlikely that residual organics exist in the film prior to crystallization.  However, yield 

using this process is still nowhere near what can be achieved on platinized silicon 

substrates. 

3) Along the same line, post-annealed PVD films, which contain no organic content, 

deposited on IBAD substrates show zero yield.  It is unlikely, then, that pinholing due 

to organic volatility is the culprit.  The identical process parameter between sol-gel 

PZT and PVD PZT is the substrate and its large CTE mismatch with PZT. 

Although significant progress has been made in optimizing PZT deposition 

processes for IBAD substrates low yield remains a key obstacle to device 

implementation of PZT films on biaxially textured IBAD substrates.  Microcracking 

and other film defects must be eliminated to produce reliable biaxially textured PZT 

films for MEMS devices. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future Work 

The focus of this thesis has been to elucidate the relationship of processing to 

achieved structure and texture in PZT thin films.  A comprehensive approach 

exploring chemistry and deposition techniques has produced a robust process for 

epitaxial films on biaxially textured substrates.  The following chapter will review the 

most critical findings of this research and propose further experiments designed to 

better understand processing – structure – property relationships in these unique thin 

film heterostructures. 

7.1 Conductive LaNiO3 Bottom Electrodes  

A bottom electrode material, comparable in quality to PLD deposited LSMO, 

has been produced using a sol-gel approach.  The most important process parameters 

to optimize were shown to be thermal treatments including drying, pyrolysis and 

annealing.  Elimination of catastrophic cracking was achieved using a 2-stage drying 

process whereby the drying and pyrolysis steps were isolated from one another.  It can 

be concluded that the gel consolidation path is critical when producing highly 

conductive LNO films epitaxially on IBAD.  Consolidation that occurs to quickly will 

crack the film while incomplete consolidation will not result in highly crystalline 

films. 

The best results were achieved with 0.4 M precursors solutions that received a 

150 ºC dry and 375 ºC pyrolysis with an 800 ºC oxygen anneal.  These films showed 

low resistivity (650 µΩ-cm) and excellent (00l) orientation with an epitaxial 

relationship to the IBAD substrate.   
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7.2 PZT Solution-based and PVD Processing 

The IMO solution deposition process offers a great deal of flexibility in 

tailoring film properties.  As was seen in LNO films, the initial stages of thermal 

treatment are also critical in establishing texture and crystallinity in PZT films.  The 

IR-TGA data shows that pyrolysis temperatures less than 300 ºC are not sufficient to 

liberate all the organics from solution.  As such, efforts were made in subsequent work 

to extend pyrolysis temperatures.  Additionally, the amount of excess lead added to 

IMO precursors was increased for films in this thesis due to the extra thermal 

processing steps.  A 30 mol% excess lead content was found to be ideal. 

Physical vapor deposition of PZT thin films is an attractive process because 

there are more process parameters to adjust and subsequently a greater number of 

interesting structure-property relationships can be investigated.  Unfortunately, the 

inability to crystallize PZT films in-situ for this work diminishes some of these 

possibilities.  Ex-situ processing, however, has proven successful and the ferroelectric 

properties of oxygen annealed sputtered PZT films approach those of optimized sol-

gel films. 

7.3 PZT Films Deposited on Biaxially Textured IBAD MgO Substrates 

The experiments in the previous two chapters were designed to produce the 

high quality, highly oriented piezoelectric thin films in Chapter 6.  Using optimized 

sol-gel deposited LNO electrodes and optimized PZT deposition processes it was 

possible to achieve epitaxial films with excellent characteristics, including remnant 

polarization values (Pr = 40 µC/cm2) that approach PZT on single crystal substrates.  

The integration of highly piezoelectric materials with biaxially textured substrates 

opens doors to many interesting possibilities.  Although not completely proven in this 

work, these highly oriented films should possess excellent piezoelectric response.  The 
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ability to drive a piezoelectric actuator at lower voltages, with higher amplitude and 

greater speed all without incurring the cost of a single crystal substrate may allow 

many different types of piezoelectric MEMS to cross the threshold from concepts to 

useful devices. 

7.4 Future Investigation 

A number of interesting questions about these films remain.  The most critical 

parameter impeding understanding of structure – property relationships in PZT films 

on IBAD is the low yield.  Microcracks and other shorting defects must be eliminated 

before the macroscopic piezoelectric characteristics of these films can be determined.  

It is likely that further solution and processing optimization can result in higher yield.  

Ideally, however, the IBAD technique could be applied to another substrate with a 

closer CTE match to PZT at its crystallization temperature.   

Although significant optimization of the LNO sol-gel process was achieved, 

there are still some improvements to be made in precursor chemistry.  Specifically, 

water content in solution must be better controlled.  Without a strong chelating agent 

like acetic acid, LNO precursors are much more susceptible to hydrolysis reactions.  

Therefore, a quantitative chemical technique to identify the amount of water in 

solution should be used to tailor distillation and reflux steps for correct precursor 

water content.  

 Improving the PVD process is also desirable.  The ability to in-situ deposit 

PZT on IBAD substrates using sputter techniques could allow for more interesting 

microstructures and purer films.  To accomplish this three avenues are suggested: 

1) In-situ process optimization: It is likely that oxygen non-stoichiometry is the driver 

for the high pyrochlore content in films deposited with substrate heating.  A 

quantitative stoichiometric test like SIMS could reveal whether the correct 
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amounts of oxygen and lead were being incorporated into the film.  Process 

parameters could be adjusted accordingly. 

2) Off axis sputtering:  Instead of orienting the substrate parallel to the target it could 

be rotated 90º off-axis to reduce negative ion bombardment.  Although slow, this 

technique has been used to produce high quality epitaxial films in PZT on single 

crystal substrates [120]. 

3) Buffer layer studies:  Use of sol-gel buffer layers, whether titanium rich PZT or 

PbTiO3, could lower the nucleation temperature of sputtered PZT and allow in-situ 

deposition of the perovskite phase.  Initial experiments with thin layers of sol-gel 

deposited PbTiO3 indicate that a hybrid CSD – PVD process could be successful. 

Finally, an improved understanding of the initial layers that form at the 

interface of the IBAD substrate and the PZT film would be invaluable.  Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) of the interface could reveal some of these relationships.  

Characterization of helpful and harmful interfacial layers would prove invaluable in 

solution chemistry selection and PVD deposition parameters. 
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